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INTRODUCTION 

Leonard Bloomfield defines vowel harmony as a 

restriction "tolerating only certain combinations of vowels 

in the successive syllables of a word."-̂  For reasons 

which should become apparent as this paper progresses, 

the phenomenon is probably better looked upon as a case of 

one vowel specifying the particular quality of other vowels 

in a sequence rather than as a restriction on combinations 

of vowels. 

The fact remains that, however one views the phe

nomenon, there are instances in which the occurrence of 

a particular vov/el (or set of vov/els) is predictable by 

the presence of some other vowel in certain environments. 

Furthermore, the instances of vowel harmony are not uncom

mon in the languages of the v;orld. In some, such as in 

modern Turkish, vov/el harmony involves large numbers of 

morphemes and affects -the phonology of the language in a 

major way. In others, it plays a much more restricted role. 

Modern Sv;ahili is an example of the latter case, 

Vov;el harmony occurs (\rith one possible exception to be 

dealt with in detail later) only in the case of the for-

-'-Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and V/inston, 1933) ? p. 181. 

" ^ 
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mation of certain derivative verbs by means of the af

fixation of particular verbal derivational suffixes. Per

haps because of its restricted nature in the language, 

tlie vowel harr.:or-7 of modern Sv/ahili has boon only lightly 

treated by any previous lin:;̂ uistic study of which I have 

any Imowledge. 

It is the primary purpose of this paper, there

fore, to study tJie phenomenon of vowel harmony as it 

occurs in Modern Swahili on the deepest levels possible 

by the utilization of advances in modern phonology, I 

hope thereby to describe and explain Swahili vowel har

mony in a more linguistically meaningful manner than has 

been done in the past. 

In accomplishing this primary goal, I shall neces

sarily contribute to the corpus of evidence by which the 

modern theories of phonology must eventually be evaluated• 



CHAPTER I 

THE FACTS mJDER CONSIDERATION 

A Statement of the Facts 

The Swahili verb is built upon the primitive ver

bal root which ends in a consonant and a vowel or, rarely 

(when an intervocalic consonant has been dropped), in two 

vowels. This verbal root is affixed in various ways to 

form the verb phrase or any of a number of verbal deriva

tives. Thus, the primitive verbal roots -fika (arrive), 

-penda (love), and -ondoa (remove) yield such forms as 

amefika (he has arrived), kupendana (to love together), 

and -ondolevja (be removed). 

It is the formation of verbal derivatives v;ith 

v/hich W3 shall be primarily interested because it is when 

the verbal root is affixed by certain derivational suf

fixes that vowel harmony comes into play. 

Ekaterina ITikolaevna Mjacina explains the vowel 

harmony in the derivational suffixes in the following 

manner (my translation)• 

^All transliteration of Russian names and terms 
in the text of this paper will be made in accordance 
v/ith the guidelines established by Horace G, Lunt in his 
Fundamentals of Russian (New York: VJ. V/. Tlorton, Inc., 
1958), p. ̂ . 

ea>f« 
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The occurrence of vowel harm.ony may be observed 
in Swahili in the formation of some derivational 
verbal forms. For verbal roots with the vowels a, 
i, or u, the use of the suffix variant with i, is 
required; for e or o in the root, the suffix vari
ant with c is required. For example: -pata-^ -patia, 
-pi.^a—> -pigia. -funrra-^ «-fungia. but -enda > 
-endea, -toka—» -tokea,-̂  

A. N. Tucker, S. 0. Ashton, and Edgar C. Polome 

provide further observations concerning the vowel harmony 

found in the verbal derivatives of Svjahili.^ 

The suffixes most concerned are the "prepositional" 

(-ia or -ea), the "stative" (-uka or -oka), the "neuter" 

(-ika or -eka), the several "causatives" (-isha or -esha. 

-uza or -oza, -.iza or -eza), the "conversive" (-ua or 

-oa), certain passive forms (-iwa or -ewa), and the var

ious compounded forms involving these suffixes. These are, 

of course, not all of the verbal derivational suffixes in 

^EKaTepnHa HMKOJiaesHa Mn^HHa, HOMK cyaxHJiH 
(MocKsa: MajiaTeJibCTBO BOCTO^HOM JlMTepaTypw, I960), p, 15. 

"HsjieHne rapMOHMw rjiacHMx Ha6jiK)flaeTCH B cyaxMJiw 
npM o6pa30BaHMM HeKOTopbix npoM3BOj;HMx rjiarojibHbix 
(|)OpM. TaK, npn "naronbHbix ocHOsax c rjiacHbiMM a , ̂  , 
u Tpe^yeTCH ynoTpe6jieHMe BapnaHTa cyĉ (|)HKca c rjiacHtiM 
i; npM ̂  MjiH 2 B ocHOBe Tpe6yeTCH ynoTpe^neHMe Bapn-
aHTa cy$i|)HKca c ̂ , nanpHMep: -pata— -patia , -piga 

pigia, -funga fungia ^ HO -enda endea ̂  
-toka tokea . " 

^A. N. Tucker and E. 0. Ashton. "Swahili Phone
tics," African Studies. I (19^2), 161-62; E. 0. Ashton, 
Swahili Grammar (Including Intonation) (London: Longmans., 
19^7), pp. 217, 223, 227, 230, 239; iiidgar C. Polome, 
Sv/ahili Language Handbook (V/ashingi;on: Center for Applied 
Linguistics, 1967), pp. 66-67• 
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the language. However, those which exhibit vowel harmony 

behave in exactly'- the same v/ay as those given above. Any 

rules developed to explain the vowel harmony exhibited by 

the sample of suffixes above will natural3.y explain the 

other cases. 

There are some verbal derivational suffixes which 

do not undergo any sort of vowel harmony. These may be 

represented by the suffix -ana (suggesting a sense of 

togetherness). They all have as the first vowel of the 

suffix a, and this a is constant regardless of the verbal 

root to v/hich the suffix is affixed. Therefore, whereas 

-funga (tie) and -::;enda (love) take variant forms of the 

passive suffix to form the derived verbals -fungiv/a (be 

tied) and -pendewa (be loved), they take the same form of 

-ana to form -funeana (tie together) and -pendana (love 

together). The suffixes involved in vowel harmony, then, 

are those v/hich contain the front high and mid vowels 

/%/ and /e/ and the back high and mid vowels /u/ and /o/. 

The vowel of the suffix concerned harmonizes v/ith 

the vov/el of the penultimate syllable of the verbal form 

to be affixed. This may be the vowel of the primitive 

verbal root, or it may be the penultimate vowel of some 

other previously affixed suffix. Thus, -ponda (love) may 

be affixed by the derivational suffix -ana to form 

-pendana (love together) with no exhibition of vowel 
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harmony. The derived form miay be further affixed by the 

"causative" suffix to form -pendanisha (cause to love 

together) which does involve harmony between the vowel of 

the "causative" suffix and the penultimate vov/el of the 

previously derived verbal root. 

If the penultimate syllable of the parent verbal 

contains /a/, /i/, or /u/, the suffix (if it has as its 

first vowel a front vowel) will exhibit as its first vowel 

/i/. Thus, -pata (obtain), -piga (beat), and -funga (tie 

or shut) take the prepositional forms -patia (obtain for 

one), -pigia (beat for something), and -fungia (shut to 

one). 

If, however, the penultimate syllable of the 

parent verbal contains /e/ or /o/, the suffix containing 

a front vov/el will exhibit this vowel as /e/. Thus, 

-penda (love) and -choma (stab) take passive forms 

-pendev/a (be loved) and -chomev/a (be stabbed). 

In verbs of Arabic origin, the vov/el harmony in 

suffixes containing front vov/els is somewhat exceptional,^ 

The suffix v/ill have as its first vov/el /i/ in almost all 

^Other foreign (non-Bantu) verbs besides the 
Arabic ones may also shov/ exception to the general rules 
of vowel harmony in verbal suffixation, Hov/ever, those 
foreign v/ords not of Arabic origin are not common in 
Sv/ahili and are exceptional in many other v/ays. They v/ill 
therefore be regarded in this paper as mere exceptions 
and will not be considered in the formulation of the rules 
governing Sv/ahili vov/el harmony. 

vrar 



cases. The mid vowel /e/ is heard orJ.y after /e/ in the 

penultimate syllable of the parent verbal root. Thus, 

-hofu (fear) takes a passive form -hofiv/a, instead of the ̂  

expected *-hofev;a; and -sarnche (forgive) takes the e:cpected 

passive -sanehev;a. 

If the penultimate syllable of the parent verb 

contains /a/, /e/, /i/, or /u/, the suffix (if it has as 

its first vov/el a mid or high back vowel) will exhibit 

/u/ as its first vowel. Only if the penultimate syllable 

of the parent verb contains /o/ will the suffix exhibit 

/o/ as its first vov/el. Thus, -funga takes a "conversive" 

form -fungua (untie) v/hile -choma (stab or pierce) takes 

-chomoa (pull out or v/ithdraw).^ 

In the case of monosyllabic verbal roots (v/hich 

of course have no penultimate syllable), an affixed deriva

tional suffix having a front vov/el as its first vov/el may 

exhibit this vowel as either /i/ or /e/. However, /i/ is 

much more common and probably should be considered the non-

exceptional form. Thus, -la (eat), -fa (die), and - j ^ 

(come) take passive forms -liwa (be eaten), -fiwa (be as 

a dead one), and -.1iv/a (be overcome) v/hile -pa (give) and 

-cha (fear) take passives -pewa (be given) and -chewa (be 

^No mention is made of Arabic words v/hich are 
exceptions to the general rules governing the suffixes 
containing back vowels. It v/ill therefore be assumed that 
the Arabic verbs are regular in these instances. 

>»t'Ii-IWI ..'J ' 
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feared)• 

Tucker, Ashton, and Polome do not mention cases 

of monosyllabic verbal roots taking derivational suffixes 

containing back vowels. However, by consulting Ludv/ig 

Krapf*s A Dictionary of the Suahili Language, I was able 

to conclude that suffixes containing mid or high back 

vowels alv/ays e:diibit /u/ in combination v/ith monosyl

labic verbal roots."^ Thus, -cha (dawn) yields -chua (set), 

-cha (fear) yields -chuka (show oneself to be afraid), and 

-fa (die) yields -fuka (fill a grave). 

In addition to the above mentioned instances of 

vov/el harmony in verbal suffixes in Swahili, Tucker and 

Ashton have included the case of the addition of the 

plural imperative suffix -ra. If the plural imperative 

suffix -ni is added to an imperative verbal stem ending 

in /a/ (the usual imperative ending for verbs of Bantu 

origin), this /a/ becomes an /e/. The change never occurs, 

however, \d.th the addition of the locative suffix -ni." 

It is readily apparent that the action of the 

plural imperative suffix in Swahili is quite different 

from the instances of vowel harmony mentioned previously. 

L̂udv/ig ICrapf, A Dictionary of the Suahili 
Language (Farnborough, England: Gregg Press, 196^h), pp. 
^1, 72. 

^Tucker and Ashton, "Sv/ahili Phone t i c s , " p . 162. 
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In fact, one is even hesitant to consider it a case of 

vowel harmony in the sense that the other examples are. 

Later, we may find that the case of the imperative plural 

suffix is genuinely different from the others and that it 

operates under an entirely different set of rules. For 

the m.or.ent, however, I shall include it (as have Tucker 

and Ashton) in the basic facts of vowel harmony in the 

verbal derivations of Swahili. 

Condensing and Ordering the Basic Facts 

It is obvious that the mere listing of the lin

guistic facts concerning the vowel harmony of Swahili (as 

v/e have done above) contributes nothing tov/ard an under

standing of the phenomenon. Such a presentation is abso

lutely intolerable in any description v/hich hopes to con

tribute anything of value to the study of the language or 

of linguistics in general. 

It might seem at first that the problem is merely 

one of organization: that is, if the material v/ere orga

nized in some less cumbersome manner, it would prove much 

more valuable. If such v/ere the case, the problem could 

very easily be solved. Charts, such as the ones following, 

would be one very easy and precise v/ay of presenting the 

facts. 

In the following charts, "Suffix-j_" will represent 

any verbal derivative suffix involved in vowel harmony 
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v:hich has a front vowel as its first vowel; "SuffiX2" 

will represent any verbal derivative suffix involved in 

vowel harmony which has a back vowel as its first vov/el; 

and an arrov/ (- *) will indicate a change of the member 

on the left of the arrov/ to the member on the right of the 

arrov/. 

T 

! Vowel of penultimate 
syllable of verbal 
root: 

a 
e 
• 

1 0 
u 

Vov/el of penultimate 
syllable of verbal 
root (Arabic origin): 

a 
e 
» 

1 
0 u 

Monosyllabic verbal 
root: 

No penultimate 
syllable or vowel 

Addition of plural 
imperative suffix 
-ni 

First vov/el 
of suffix-: 

• 

1 e 
• 

1 e 
1 

First vowel 
of suffiX]_: 

• 

1 
e 
i 
i 
• 

1 

First vov/el 
of suffix^: 

i or e 
(usually: i) 

Last vov/el of 

(Other vov/els 

First vov/el 
of suXfiX2: 

u 
u 
u 
0 
u 

First vowel 
of suff1x2: 

u 
u 
u 
0 
u 

First vov/el 
of suff1x2: 

u 

verbal root: 

do not change) 

If one insists on being more explicit, rules 

such as those which follov/ can be devised. In the rules, 
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C stands for any consonant; V stands for any vowel; (X) 

means that X is optional; and j ̂ ]̂ means that either x 

or y ":::ay be present. 

1. (â  
-CVCŝ i,''CV 

•u) 
(verbal stem) 

'J 
^' 

(verbal stem) 

3. 
<'el 

-CVC i\CV 
lu' 

(verbal stem) 

h. 
-CVCoCV 

(verbal stem) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

-cvc1o\cv + 

(verbal stem of 
Arabic origin) 

-CVCeCV -̂  

(verbal stem of 
Arabic origin) 

-CV f 

(monosyllabic 
verbal stem) 

8, 
-CV 

(monosyllabic 
verbal stem) 

t 

^^^GV(CV) 

(suffix) 

-jlcv(cv) 

(suffix) 

>^|CV(CV) 

(suffix) 

J^JCV(CV) 

(suffix) 

|^|CV(CV) 

(suffix) 

|e]GV(CV) 

(suffix) 

|^|CV(CV) 

(suffix) 

o(CV(CV) 

(suffix) 

â) 
-CVC'i^CiCV(CV) 

vU. 

(verbal derivative) 

-CVc[^jCeCV(CV) 

(verbal derivative) 

[ a 
-̂  -CVC/ilCuCV(CV) 

( v e r b a l d e r i v a t i v e ) 

-> -CVCoCoCV(CV) 

(verbal derivative) 

â  II 
-> -GVC)ofGiCV(CV) 

(verbal derivative) 

-̂  -CVCeGeCV(GV) 

(verbal derivative) 

-̂  -c{3}cv(cv) 

(verbal derivative) 

-> -CuCV(CV) 

(verbal derivative) 
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9. (CV)CVCa -h -ni ^ (CV)CVCeni 
(imperative (plural (verbal derivative) 
verbal) imperative 

suffix) 

Like the charts provided on the previous page, 

these rules provide a simple and concise presentation 

of the basic facts concerning the vov/el harmony in the 

verbal derivatives of Swahili. Unfortunately, like the 

previous charts, they do little more than present those 

facts. One could go on forever devising elaborate means 

of taxonomizing the facts of the matter and never add 

anything to an understanding of the phenomena involved. 

Therefore, if we hope to achieve any level of 
9 

adequacy above that of observational adequacy,^ we shall 

obviously have to attack the problem in an entirely dif

ferent manner. 

^For a di::cii:jsion of the levels of adequacy see 
Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle, "Some Controversial 
Questions in Phonological Theory," Journal of Linguistics. 
I (October, 1965), 99-100. 



G1IAPT̂ .K II 

m p. • - '. - . r •, 

Tiie Lescrii^tion of the 
i.n111 i e s Invo 1 ved 

A problem dem.anding imiuediate attention is the 

description and representation of the entities involved 

in the problem under consideration. These are, of course, 

the vov/els taking part in the harmonization process. 

There are any of a number of v/ays of approaching the pro

blem, and most of the sources I consulted (including those 

cited in the previous chapter) offered descriptions which 

may, on the surface, seem adequate, 

Alfons Loogman and E, 0. Ashton (in her Sv/ahili 

Granmiar) merely list the symbols for the vov/el sounds 

and give representative examples of each sound in English 

10 
in a manner such as the following from Loogman. 

A as in jiglish "father" 
1'T>Q -in" E as in English "rain' 

I as in English "feel" 
0 as in English "boat" 
U as in English "rule" 

It is easily seen, hov/ever, that merely listing 

10Alfons Loogman, Swahili Grammar and S.yntax 
(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1965), p. 3; 
Ashton, Sv/ahili Grammiar. p. 3. 

13 
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the vowel sounds is as inadequate a description as was 

the mere listing of the basic facts of vov/el harmony in 

chapter one. 

Tucker and Ashton offer the follov/ing far more 

elaborate schematic representation of the Sv/ahili vowel 

system in "Swahili Phonetics."H 

i o . 16 

e «̂  

This diagram represents all of the phonetic 

vov/el sounds and their variant forms and uses a symbol of 

the International Phonetic Alphabet to represent each 

sound. Furthermore, it relates all of the different 

sounds to one another according to their height, front-

ness, baclcness, and so forth. 

Tucker and Ashton tlien group the various sounds 

ll'i'acker and Ashton, "Sv/ahili Phonetics," p. 79, 
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together into five vowel phonemes: tv;o "close" phonemes, 

/i/ and /u/; two "semi-open" phonemes, /e/ and /o/; and 

one "open" phoneme, /a/.l^ 

Polome reaches the sam.e conclusions as do Tucker 

and Ashton. He contends that there are five vov/el phonemes 

and that they are /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/.13 

Zellig Harris, using Sv/ahili as an example in 

a broader v/ork on linguistics, goes to great lengths in 

explaining hov/ he reaches his conclusions concerning the 

phonemes of Swahili and provides many examples, criteria, 

and illustrations, Hov/ever, he reaches the same conclusions 

as those cited before. He finds five vowel phonemes: /a/, 

/e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/.^^ 

S. N. Mjacina does little to provide any new 

insight into the situation. She appears to be overly con

cerned v/ith charts and groupings, but her conclusions are 

the same as the others noted here. She sees five vowel 

phonemes: /a/, /i/, /e/, /o/, and /u/.l^ 

Since all of our present sources agree so com-

l^ibid. 

•^^Polome, Sv/ahili Handbook, pp. ^1-6-^7. 

l^Zellig Harris, Structural Linguistics (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 195^7, pp. 97-12̂ i-. 

1 5 y 
MH^HHa, H3MK cyaxMjTM, pp» 1 3 - 1 4 . 
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pletely, it would seem that the problem of describing the 

entities under consideration is solved. V.'e m.erely accept 

the consensus that there are five vo'..'el jhonemes (/a/, 

/e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/) and build the rules governing the 

vowel harmony in verbal derivatives of Swahili on this 

consensus. 

Unfortunately, if we dc accept this apparently 

obvious solution to the problemi, we are denying ourselves 

any hope of adequately dealing v;ith the matter at hand 

(that of Sv/ahili vowel harmony). V/e can do little more 

than economically taxonomize the information at our dis

posal. 

The concept and use of the phoneme has comiC under 

severe fire from, several quarters as of late, and its mere 

existence as a real linguistic entity has even been ques

tioned.*^ The use of the phoneme in linguistic descrip

tions may actually obscure the generalizations v/hich 

might reveal basic cot̂ cepts and provide clues for the 

formulation of an adequate explanation of the material 

under consideration. 

l̂ iToam Chomsky and Morris ITalle, The Sound 
Pattern of Bn-lish (I;ew York: riarper and Row, 19o8), 
p. 11; Noam Cnomsky, "Current Issues in Linguistic 
Theory," in The gtinv-ture of Languaj^e, ed. by Jerry A, 
Fodor and Jerrold J"". ÎiiTz' Ĉ n̂glewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice - Hall, Inc., 196̂ f-), p. 87; Paul M, Postal, 
Aspects of Phonological Theory (Ilew York: .Harper and 
Row, 1968), pp. 3-i?2. 
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Therefore, I shall turn to a newer means of 

representation (that of the system of distinctive features) 

first brought into prominence by Roman Jakobson and fur

ther expounded, fostered, and expanded by several other 

modern linguists, especially Morris Halle.1^ 

The advantages of the distinctive feature system 

over any other thus far provided is brought out very well 

in the famous "Householder - Chomsky controversy." Morris 

Halle's assertions and claims for the advantages of the 

distinctive feature system he makes in "Phonology in Gen

erative Grammar" are questioned by Householder and defended 

quite convincingly by Chomsky and Halle in a rebuttal of 

Householder's arguments entitled "Some Controversial 

Questions in Modern Linguistics." 

After the publication of those articles, the idea 

and use of the distinctive feature system gained tremen

dously in popularity among younger linguists, and it is 

used almost universally in modern publications. 

l^Roman Jakobson, 0^ Gunnar M. Fant, and Morris 
Halle, Preliminaries to Speech Analysis (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The M.I.T. Press, 196377 PP« l-̂ -̂ j Morris 
Halle, "Phonology in Generative Grammiar," Word, XVIII 
(1962), 5^-72. 

l^For a complete understanding of the controversy, 
see Halle, "Phonology in Generative Grammar," pp. 5^-72; 
F. W. Householder, Jr., "On Some Recent Claims in Phono
logical Theory," Journal of Linguistics, I (April, 1965), 
13-3^5 Chomsky and Halle, "Some Controversial Questions 
in Modern Linguistics," pp. 97-138. 
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Using the information concerning distinctive 

features provided by Morris Halle in The Sound Pattern 

of Russian and "On the Bases of Fhonology," I have con

structed the follov/ing distinctive feature chart for the 

.. 1 ̂ vowels of Sv/ahili."̂ ^ 

vocalic 

consonantal 

grave 

diffuse 

strident 

nasal 

continuant 

voiced 

flat 

compact 

a 
+ 

— 

•I-

— 

-

••• 

•f 

— 

+ 

1 • •• • -

e 
+ 

" 

— 

-

•̂  

•f-

— 

— 

• 

1 
+ 

— 

•»• 

— 

-

+ 

+ 

— 

— 

0 
+ 

— 

••• 

— 

— 

— 

+ 

+ 

+ 

— 

u 
+ 

— 

+ 

+ 

— 

— 

+ 

+ 

+ 

— 

First of all, it is obvious that not all of the 

features listed in the distinctive feature chart are 

needed to distinguish the various vowels. Some of the 

features are characteristic only of consonants and are. 

l^Morris Halle, The Sound Pattern of Russian 
(s'Gravenhage: Mouton c:; Co., 1959), p. ̂ 5; Halle, "On the 
Bases of Phonology," in The Structure of Language, ed. by 
Jerry A, Fodor and Jerrold J, î atz (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 196^), pp. 326-33. 

> • - ...KJJil." 
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therefore, marked "-" for all the vowels in Swahili. 

As long as we retain the features "^ vocalic" and 

"- consonantal" in our descriptions, we can disregard 

those features which are not present in the vowels (nam.ely, 

"nasal" and "strident"). Some features, on the other hand, 

are characteristic of all of the vowels of Swahili. These 

features ("continuant" and "voiced") may also be disre

garded as long as we are dealing only with vowels. 

By eliminating those redundant features which can 

be predicted by rule for all vowels in Swahili ("+ voiced," 

"- nasal," etc.), the distinctive feature chart has been 

greatly reduced and simplified. The new distinctive fea

ture chart for the vowels of Sv/ahili would look something 

like the follov/ing one. (Since ve are dealing only with the 

vowels of the language, the features "fvocalic" and 

"- consonantal" are nov/ assumed and are not included in 

the chart.) 

flat 

compact 

diffuse 

grave 

a 
— 

+ 

— 

+ 

e 
— 

— 

— 

— 

i 
— 

— 

+ 

— 

0 
+ 

— 

— 

••• 

u 
+ 

— 

+ 

+ 

It would appear at first glance that v/e have re-
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duced the distinctive feature chart to its simplest form, 

Hov/ever, there are still redundancies in the chart: fea

tures v;hich laay be predicted by rules rather than by 

their actual inclusion in the chart. For instance, [a] 

is the only vowel in the chart v/hich has "f compact" as 

one of its features. Therefore, v/herever "+ compact" 

occurs, the other features of [a] v/ill be easily predict

able. In the same v/ay, [o] can be predicted by the fea

tures "f flat, -diffuse." 

By removing unnecessary feature markings such as 

those discussed above, v/e can produce a non-redundant 

distinctive feature chart such as the follov/ing one. 

flat 

compact 

diffuse 

grave 

a 

+ 

• 

e 
— 

— 

-

• 

1 
— 

— 

+ 

0 
••• 

— 

u 
•f 

+ 

Thus [aj can now be represented by a bracket of one 

distinctive feature, [f compactj; Lo] and fuj by a bracket 

- diffuse 
of tv/o distinctive features, L+ flat and 

+diffuse 
-hflat 

J ? 

respectively; and fej and [i] by a bracket of three dis

tinctive features. 
- flat 
- compact 
- diffuse 

and 
- flat 
- compact 
f diffuse 

, respec-
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tively. The remaining features can be supplied by a set 

of simple rules such as the following ones. 

'- flat 
1. ;•»- compactj—> - diffuse 

> grave 
- flat •—^1'- G;rave1 
- compactj " 

'- compact 3. i+ flat '• r ^ grave 

Before progressing to the actual vowel harmony 

rules, one problem must be noted. When do the rules fill

ing in the redundant features of the distinctive feature 

chart operate? The importance of this question becomes 

apparent when v/e try to construct a simple branching tree 

diagram of the vowels of Sv/ahili. Unless rule one has oper

ated to give us a [- flat] feature for [a], the mere con

struction of such a diagram is impossible because there is 

no feature marked for all the vowels. With [a] marked 

as Q- flat], however, a branching diagram is easily con-

structed. 

"* 

COMPACT^ 

DIFFtJSE ^ ^ 

VOCALIC.^, 

,^FLAT<cd 

^a 

^-CONSONANTAL 

^^^DIFFUSE 

/ \ . 

1 

20 
In branching tree diagrams such as the one above, 

a line going to the right of one of the features indi
cates that the feature is present (+), a line going to 
the left indicates that the feature is lacking (-). 
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It is possible that by rediicing our distinctive 

feature representations to their simplest and least redun

dant forms, v;e may miss some important generalization or 

overlook some significant concept in vowel harmony. 

V:e shall assume, therefore, that the rules fill

ing in the redujidancies in the chart have operated before 

the rules concerning vov/el harmony take place. This posi

tion may have to be altered later, but for the moment at 

least, [aJ, [e], [i], [oJ, and [u] will be represented, 

respectively, as follows: 

•f vocalic 
- consonantal 
- flat 
+ compact 
- diffuse 
+ grave 

+ vocalic 
- consonantal 
+ flat 
- compact 
- diffuse 
+ grave 

? _ 

+ vocalic 
- consonantal 
- flat 
- compact 
- diffuse 
grave 

+ vocalic 
- consonantal 
- flat 
- compact 
+ diffuse 
- grave 

and 

+ vocalic 
- consonantal 
•h flat 
- comipact 
•f- diffuse 
+ grave 

The Rules of Vowel Ilarmony 

Now that the entities involved have been defined 

and described, we can begin to formulate the actual rules 

governing the vowel harmony in the verbal suffixes of 

Sv/ahili. 

Previously, I mentioned some symbols and abbre

viations commonly used in linguistic descriptions. 
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Certain other conventional symbols and abbreviations need 

to be stated, and some of the previously listed ones 

altered somev/hat, before we begin dealing with the rules. 

Later, it nay be necessary to add to or alter the symbols 

and their definitions still further, 

C Any unspecified non-vowel. 

V /my unspecified vov/el, 

(X) "X," whatever that might represent, is optional. 

S$ {- Either "x" or "y" or "z," v/hatever they may repre-
^ ^ sent, may be taken or may apply. 

[^FI]-^[F2] Feature complex F]_ takes on the features speci
fied in feature complex F2. 

/ In the environment of . 

X Anything not specified in the description or parti
cularly important to it. 

Xc "X," v/hatever that might represent, may occur any num
ber of times from zero to n.. (In other v/ords, it may 
not occur, or it may occur any number of times.) 

# Morpheme boundary. 

In addition to the above, "consonantal," "voca

lic," "compact," and "diffuse" will be represented in fea

ture complexes as "cons," "voc," "comp," and "diff," 

respectively. 

V/ith these symbols and abbreviations as my con

ventional notation, I shall nov/ begin to formulate the 

rules of the granmiar of modern Sv/ahili v/hich govern the 

vowel harmonies exhibited in the verbal derivatives. 

The first rules I v/ill consider are those which 
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predict whether [e] or [ij will appear in the verbal suf

fixes containing a front vov/el as their first vowel. The 

follov/ing rules I and II represent the case of the affix

ation of an ordinary verbal root of Bantu origin by such 

suiiixes. 

I. 

••• voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 

[- diff] / X(CV)̂ C< 

/Tf voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- diff 
- flat 

••• voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
- diff 
+ flat 

C X 

II. 

••• voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 

->[h diff] / X(CV)J: 

+ voc 
- cons 
f comp 
i- grave 
- diff 
- flat . 

•••• v o c 

- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
+ diff 
- flat . 

+ voc 
- cons 
- comp 
+ grave 
+ diff 
+ flat 

\ 

V 
/ 

J 

C_X 

Ideally, every segment of the above rules would 

be spelled out with a distinctive feature complex. For 
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the mere sake of conserving printed space, however, only 

those segments directly involved in the phenomenon of 

vowel harmony in verbal derivations will be spelled out 

completely. 

Rules I and II are not in their simplest forms; 

they contain redundancies which should be removed in order 

to reveal the generalizations present in the rules. For 

instance, it is already apparent that the feature most 

involved in the vowel harmony represented by rules I and 

II is the feature "diffuseness," Note also that the main 

conditioning factor determining whether or not the fea

ture complex under consideration v/ill take on the fea

ture [-f diffuse] or [- diffuse] is whether or not the 

penultimate vowel of the parent verb is [+ diffuse] or 

minus that feature. The only exception is the one fea

ture complex containing [_f compactj • 

Therefore, as long as v/e include the feature 

f- compactj in our feature complexes for the penultimate 

vowel of the verbal root in rule I, we need only indicate 

further that the segment contains the features [+ vocalic], 

[- consonantal], and [- diffusej , 

For rule II, even this much information is not 

required. The harmonizing segment will become f+ diffusej 

at any time []+ diffuse] is a feature of the penultimate 

vowel of the verbal root. In those instances, an indica-
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tion of the comractness of the vowel is not required. On 

the other hand, in that instance in which the penultimate 

vov-el of the verhal root cont-ins the feature f-f comT-)act], 

an indication of the ciffuseness is not required. 

hith these observations in mind, rules I and II 

may be rewritten as rules la and Ua. 

P 
la. 

Ua. 

•f voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- rrave 
- flat 

•f- v o c 

- cons 
- cor;p 

- flat 

,~i > r- diff j / X(CV)C 

-̂ [+ diff] / X(CV)̂ C 

i- VOC 
- cons 
- comp 
- diff 

fT-^ VOC 
• cons 
• comp 

n 

o 

voc 
cons 
diff 

C X 

The rules can be simplified even further, how

ever, by referring to the non-redundant distinctive fea

ture matrix in the previous section. It v/as assumed then 

that the rules filling in the redundant features in the 

distinctive feature cjmplexes v/ould have already oper

ated by the tim.e the vowel harmony rules came into play. 

There is no reason to suspect now, however, that this is 

the case concerning the harmonizing vowel (that is, the 

vowel of the verbal derivational suffix). The only fea

tures v:hich must be indicated in the distinctive feature 

complex of the harmonizing vowel are those which will 

distinguish the vowels under consideration (in this case. 
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[ej and [ij) from all other vowels. Furthermore, since 

the rules deal only with vov/els and since no non-vocalic 

segr.ents play a part in the vowel harmony, the features 

[_+ vocalic] and [- consonantalj may be eliminated from 

the rules. Other rules (with v/hich we are not presently 

concerned) v/ill limit the position of non-vocalic seg

ments such that the segments involved in the rules of 

vowel harmony v/ill automatically be specified C+ vocalic, 

- consonantal], 

With these new observations in mind, it is pos

sible to construct rules lb and lib. 

lb. 

lib. 

- comp 
- flat -> [- diff] / X(CV)C 

- comp 
- diff C X 

- com-p 
- flat 

••• comp I 
-> [+ diff] /x(cv)c y - :̂  ̂  c_x 

^ -̂  ' 1+ diff] ̂  

Note that, with the exception of the segment 

containing the feature [+ compact], the diffuseness of the 

vowel in the verbal suffix is dependent upon the diffuse

ness of the vov/el in the penultimate syllable of the ver

bal root. By the introduction of the symbol < >, rules lb 

and lib can be coalesced into one rule (Ic). The symbol 

< > merely indicates that if the condition enclosed with

in the symbol is taken or met, all other conditions or 

features later enclosed within the symbol must be taken 

or met for that particular string (or rule). 



Rule Ic v;o"ld appear as shov/n below. 

Ic. 
- comp 
- flat 

( U diff] 7 \ \o^ diff' 
\ . ., W x(cv)c< : ' > c_x 
-.jAj^ diff|>3 - (̂<[+ comp]> ) 

It would appear that rule Ic is the simplest, 

least redundant rule and that it provides us with the most 

generalizations. However, rules lb and lib should be kept 

in mind. It is possible that by coalescing the two rules, 

ve have obscured, rather than explicated, some generali

zations which may become apparent later. 

For the moment, we shall leave rule Ic as the 

description of the vowel harmony exhibited in the verbal 

derivations involving suffixes containing [i] or[ej as 

their first vowel, and turn our attention to those suf

fixes involved in verbal derivations v/hich have either 

[u] or [o] as their first vowel. 

As with the suffixes containing [e] and [i], we 

shall propose sets of rules with the pertinent segments 

spelled out with distinctive feature complexes and then 

try to simplify and generalize them to reach some basic 

conclusions about the vov/el harmonies involved. 

Rules III and IV represent the unreduced, redun

dant, and uncoalesced forms of the rules describing the 

vowel harmony in the suffixes containing [u] and [o] , 

As before, the segments not pertinent to the rules will 
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be abbreviated, even though ideally they should also be 

spelled out completely. 

ii:i. 

IV. 

+ voc 
- cons 
- COIViP 

+ 
grave 
flat 

i + VOC 
I - cons 
I - comp 
•f- grave; 
+ flat I 

u _! 

^ - diff I / X(CV)C 

I 1 

•̂  !> diff] / X(CV\C 

+ 
-

-

4-
+ 
-

+ 
-

••• 

f 
-

-

+. 
-

-

-

-

-

-•• 

-

-

-

— 

4-

••• 

-

~ 

4-
+ 
4-

VOC 
cons 
co.-'.p 
f;rave 
flat 
diff ; 

voc ~, 
cons '' 
comp i 
grave j 
flat : 
diff J 

voc ~ 
cons 
comp 
grave 
flat 
diff 

voc -
cons 
comp 
grave 
flat 
diff ̂  

voc 
cons 
comp 
grave 
flat 
diff 

X 

C X 

As was the case with rules I and II, rules III 

and IV are not in their simplest and least redundant 

forms. Notice that once again diffuseness is the feature 

under consideration, but note also that the conditions 

governing the marking of the diffuseness of the vowel 
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in the suffix are slightly different from those in rules 

I and II, In rule III, for instance, the harmonizing 

vowel of the verbal affix will beco::e [- diffuse.] in only 

one instance: whenever tne penultimate vowel of the verbal 

stem contains the features [4- flatj and [- diffuse] . 

In rule IV, ho-.;ever, tne harmonizing vowel of 

the verbal suffix becomes [f diffusej if any of the other 

four possible segm.ents appear in the penultimate syllable 

of the parent verbal stem. These four segments (as repre

sented by their individual distinctive feature complexes) 

can be combined into simpler feature complexes if one 

notices that the harmonizing vowel of the verbal deri-

vational suffix becomes [4- diffusej if the penultimate 

syllable of the parent verbal stem is either [+ diffusej 

or if it is [- flat]. 

V/ith these observations in mind, rules III and 

IV can be sim.plified into rules Ilia and IVa. 

Ilia. 

IVa. 

f voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4. grave 
4- flat 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
••- grave 
4- flat 

-»[- diff] / X(CV)̂ C 

-> [4. diff] / X(CV)̂ C 

f voc 
- cons 
4- flat 
- diff 

f voc 
- cons 
:^ diff 

4- VOC 
- cons 
- flat 

C X 

C X 
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Rules ilia and IVa can be simplified even further 

by rem.oving the redundancies as was done with rules la 

and U a . Note that (other than [4- vocalic] and 

[- consonantalj, v/hich will be disregarded for the same 

reasons given in the discussion of rules la and Ua) the 

only feature needed in the distinctive feature complex 

representing the harmonizing vowel of the verbal affix 

to distinguish it from all the others is the feature 

[+ flatj. This one feature v/ill produce either [uj or 

[oj. The vov/el harmony rules v/ould be expected to spe

cify which of these tv/o actually occurs, 

Sim.plifying the feature complex of the penulti

mate syllable oi the verbal root by the removal of the 

features [4- vocalic] and [- consonantal] and expressing 

the observation concerning the flatness of the harmonizing 

vov>/el noted in the above paragraph, v/e can nov/ construct 

rules IIlb and IVb, 

Illb. [4- flat] >[- diff] / X(CV),C 
+ flat 
- diff C X 

[+ diff] I r/b. r+ flat]—>r+ diff] / x(cv),c•<_ :y c _ x 
L J - •• ^1^- flatlj 

In the case of rules lb and lib, we were able 

to see the possibility of coalescing the two rules into 

one. Even though we questioned whether or not a true 

generalization was exhibited by the coalescence of the two 

rules, it v/as an apparently natural combination. We should 
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likewise look at rules llib and IV:: to see if any such 

coalescence might be feasible, even if only on an experi

mental basis. 

It is apparent that the two rules can he put uO-

gether since they have several features in co-.m:on. xlow-

ever, when we construct the coalesced rule Ulc, we see 

that it does not exhibit the generalizations which rule 

Ic was able to show by the use of the feature [<diffuse]. 

C X 

^ flat 
-1 ( !- diff] / ) - diffi / 

IIIc. '4- f lat U^ ' I r / X(GV)C< ^ ' / 
^ (̂ [t diff]>) ' ) ([4. diffjl I 

V iL- flat]) 7 

It should be quite obvious that the combination 

of riiles Illb and IVb into rule IIIc is just a combina

tion, and nothing more. It is not a coalescence, in the 

sense that even Ic is, and it accomplishes nothing short 

of providing a more succinct v/ay of writing tv/o entirely 

different rules. For this reason, it v/ould seem that the 

better situation v/ould be to keep rules Illb and IVb 

separate. As v/as the case involving rules lb, lib, and 

Ic (but in the reverse order), we shall keep rule IIIc 

for reference on the chance that it might prove useful 

at some later stage in the description of the vowel har

monies which it represents. 
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Before we leave rules Illb and IVb, we should 

refer back to rales lb and lib to see if there are any 

com..:on characteristics of each that might allow us to 

discover so...e generalizations about the vowel harmony 

in the verbal derivations of Swahili by combining or by 

coalescing any or all of the four rules we have esta

blished so far. 

As was the case with rules Illb and IVb, we see 

that the rules can be combined but that they do not co

alesce to make clear any sort of generalizations. The 

same situation holds true if we try to combine rules 

Illb and IVb with rule Ic or if we try to combine rule 

IIIc with rule Ic, It is possible to construct some com

bined rules Id and le, but the value of this construction 

is questionable. The combined rules conserve numbering 

space; but they are so ciombersome and complex, it would 

seem that they v/ould hide, rather than exhibit, genera

lizations. 

- comp 
- flat 

Id. 'i «[4. flat] 

«̂r4- flat 

f[j\ diff] I 

•̂  / / [ f diff]>) 

-> [- di f f ]» 

- ^ [+ diff]>» 

/X(CV)C 

- compl) 

<[+ comp]>) 

+ flat 
- diffj » 

[- flat]] 

C X 
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^ ^ 

le. 

!- comp 
- flat 

<s'4- flatj») 

— > 

^r<^diffi^ '\ 

i<i4- Gifli> 

/ -conr> 
) c^ dif f I 

<4- comp!> ci> 

. , ; / X ( C V ) ^ C N r •+ Uat; ') > X 

UW difil^' 
•̂̂ '' ^^\ 

y fjV diff I) \ 

\ ^ •"- f l a t ) / / 

It is obvious that nothing v/as gained in the con

struction of rules Id and le. Therefore, we shall accept 

only rules lb, lib, Ic, Illb, IVb, and IIIc as our tenta

tive set of rules governing the vowel harmony of the ver

bal suffixes under consideration. These rules, ihov/ever, 

take care of only those verbal derivations involving a 

verbal root of Bantu origin. V/e must therefore turn our 

attention to those cases involving verbal roots of Arabic 

origin for which the rules may be quite different, 

V7e shall attack the problem in the same way as 

v/e did for the verbs of Bantu origin. Rules V and VI, 

then, represent the completely spelled out and redundant 

rules describing the vowel harmony of verbal derivatives 

in which the suffix contains le] or [i] as its first vowel. 

V. 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 

->[- diff] / X(CV)^C 

f voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 
- diff 

C X 
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VI. 

4- VOC 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 

->!+ diffj / X(CV),C 

i + voc 
1 - cons 
j 4- comp 
14- grave 
:- flat 
L- diff ̂  

r+ voc ~ 
i- cons 
- comp 
:- grave 
;- flat 
L+ diff 

\ 

1 
I 

1 

! 
f 

i 
j 

i 

\ 

> c 
"4- VOC " 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
4- flat 
- diff 

! 

1 

j 

X 

"4-
-

-

4-

VOC " 
cons 
comp 
grave 
flat 
diff _ 

1 

/' 
\ 

As before, the above rules contain many redundan

cies v/hich should be eliminated. Note that in order for 

the harmonizing vowel of the suffix to take the feature 

[- diffuse], the vov/el of the penultimate syllable of the 

parent verbal must exhibit the features [- compact], 

I- flat], and [- diffuse]. If any one of these three 

features is not exhibited in the penultimate vov/el of the 

parent verbal form (that is, if [+ compact], Lf flatj, or 

[+ diffusej appears in the feature complex of the penul

timate vov/el of the parent verbal form), then the vowel 
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of the suffix cannot becorr.e [- diffuse] and will, there

fore, take on the feature [4- difiusel. 

Rules V and VI ccn now be rewritten as rules Va 

r,nc\ Via which have this .̂ -eneralization revealed by the 

removal of the redundancies involved. 

+ voc 
- cons 

Va. I- comp 
'- c'rave 
!- flat 

•^[- diff] / X(CV)̂ C 

voc 
cons 
comp 
flat 
diff 

C X 

Via. 

/ 

•«- voc 
- cons 
- co::ir 
- grave 
- flat 

4- VOC 
- cons 
jK comp 

•^l-f c ilff] 
14- voc 

/ X(CVXC ^ !- cons 
^ flat 

4- voc 
- cons 
4- diff 

C X 

We can simplify the rules still further by 

applying the principles we used for rules la, U a , Illa, 

and IVa to remiove thr. features [4- vocalic^, [- consonantal], 

and the redundant features of the harmonizing vov/el. This 

gives us the relatively simple and concise rules Vb and 

VIb which correspond roughly to the earlier rules lb, 

lib, Illb, and IVb. 

Vb. - comp 
- flat 

L- diff] / X(CV)̂ C 
- comp 
- flat 
- diff 

C X 
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VIb. 
L 

- comp 
- flat 

[4- comp] 

~> [4. diff] / X(CV)̂ G \ [4. flat] > C_X 

Combining rules Vb and VIb into one rule would 

appear to be v/ithout warrant. The use of "ĉ " in either 

rule is not possible, and the tv/o rules do not coalesce 

v/ell to exhibit any generalizations. (Even though it first 

appears that "o(" could be used in rule VIb, it is soon 

obvious tiiat this is not so. The harm.onizing vov/el does 

become 14- diffusej under the influence of the feature 

[^ compact], but the converse is not necessarily so. The 

sarie holds for the other features involved.) Therefore, 

we shall tentatively accept rules Vb and VIb as the ones 

describing the vov/el harmony involved \ihen a verb of 

Arabic origin is affixed by a verbal derivational suffix 

containing a front vov/el. 

This leaves us with the case of those verbal 

stems of Arabic origin v/hich are affixed by a verbal 

derivational suffix containing a back vowel. The vowel har-

monizations involved in these instances can be described 

by rules VII and VIII. 

VII, 

+ voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
4- flat 

• * w 

^ [- diff]/ X(CV),C 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
4- flat 
- diff 

C X 

file:///ihen


vii; 

/; 4- VOC 
- cons 
4- comp 
4- grave 
- flat 
- diff 

\ 

Ir. voc 
\ I - cons 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4. grave 
4- flat 

{4- diff] / X(CV)^G { 

- comp !' 
- grave ! 
- flat -

["4- voc ' 
;- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 
4- diff 

> C X 

\ 

I I 
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4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
4. flat f ; 
4- diff J 1 

Notice that rules VII and VIII are exactly like 

rules III and IV, respectively. They will therefore re

duce to the same simplified forms as Illb and IVb. 

[+. flat] >[- diff] / X(CViC - flat 
- diff 

C X 

,'[4. diff]'] 
U flat] [̂4- diff] / X(CV)^C^ > C _ X 
' ' ' - '[-flat]) 

As long as Arabic verbal roots are allov/ed by the 

grammar to undergo the noriiial vowel harmony rules Illb 

and IVb, rules VII and VIII need not exist at all. This 
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m.erely recognizes the stated fact that the Arabic verbal 

roots are not exceptional in their derivational forms 

containing suffixes having back vov/els as their first 

vov/el elemxent. 

Now we must take into consideration the reaction 

which monosyllabic verbal roots have upon the derivational 

suffixal vowels. As stated earlier, the mxonosyllabic 

roots apparently take derivative forms with those suffixes 

containing the front vowels [e] and [i] on a random basis, 

although the suffix containing the vowel [ i] is the much 

more common form. In the cases involving the suffixes 

with [ u] and [ o] as their first vowel, the monosyllabic 

verbal roots apparently always take the form with [u]. 

Since it is the penultimate syllable of the ver

bal root which determines the v/ay in which the vowel of 

the derivational suffix is going to be realized, it is 

not surprising that the vowel of some of the suffixes is 

left undetermined for diffuseness by any sort of general 

rule. A monosyllabic verbal root v/ould have no penultimate 

vowel to provide the necessary environm.ent for determin

ing the diffuseness of the suffixal vowel. 

The segment [u] (which is always the first vowel 

of the back vowel suffixes involved in vo'./el harmony with 

monosyllabic roots) and the segment [i] (which is usually 

the vowel exhibited by the front vov/el suffixes v/ith 
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monosyllabic roots) are both represented by distinctive 

feature complexes containing the feature [4- diffuse] . It 

v/ould appear that some sort of generalization may be 

represented here. However, since the non-diffuse vowel 

segemxcnt [e] som.etim.es occurs in verbal derivatives formed 

by front vowel suffixes with monosyllabic roots, it is 

not immediately apparent what the generalization is. 

For the moment, at least, we v/ill represent the 

vowel harmony in the affixation of monosyllabic verbal 

roots by two rules, one for suffixes containing front 

vowels and one for suffixes containing back vowels. The 

redundant forms of these rules are presented as rules IX 

and X. (In the following rules, "u" stands for "unspeci

fied," which means that for any feature so marked, either 

"4." or "-" may occur,) 

IX. 

4- VOC 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- flat 

->[u diff] / # C_CX 

X* 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
4. flat 

•̂ [4. diff] / # C„CX 

By utilizing the same procedures and conventions 

previously employed in connection with the other riles of 

vowel harmony, rules IX and X can be relieved of thoir 

http://som.etim.es
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redundancies and rewritten as rules IXa and :<a. 

f- comr 
IXa, L- flat -̂ fu diffl / :, c CX 

Xa, [4. flat] > [4. diff] / if: c_CX 

T- comp" 
The feature complex !_- flat_ , present in rule 

IXa, implies that all features not mentioned in that 

feature complex (including the feature diffuseness) are 

unspecified. The value of rule IXa is therefore question

able. The rule actually accomplishes nothing in regard to 

specifying whether [i] or [e] will appear as the first 

vowel of front vowel verbal derivational suffixes in com

bination with monosyllabic verbal roots. However, we shall 

retain rule IXa in our set of rules merely to point out 

the inability to specify the diffuseness of the harmoniz

ing vowel in such cases. The rule states merely that a 

minus compact, minus grave, and minus flat vowel in a 

verbal derivational suffix v/ill remain unspecified as to 

its diffuseness when affixed to a monosyllabic verbal root. 

The only other instance mentioned as a possible 

example of vowel harmony in Swahili was the change of 

[a] to [e] in the verbal root under the influence of the 

plural imperative suffix -ni. As I stated before, this 

case appears to be fundamentally different from the other 

examples of vowel harmony in the verbal suffixes of Swahili. 
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The following rule XI will begin to erchibit some of these 
21 

fundamental differences. 

Ykl 

—) 
4- VOC 
- cons 
4- comp 
4- ̂ rave 
- ciff • 
-- :^l^t J 

4- voc 
- cons I 
- comp : 
- grave' / 
- diff 
- flat 

- voc 
4- cons 
- grave 
,4- diff 
I- strident 
k nasal 
i- continuant 
\+ voiced 

i- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
4- diff ! 
- flat ] 

# 

Note first of all that, as oi.posed to the cases 

with which we have been dealing, the vowel involved in 

the harmonizing process is not merely obtaining a speci

fication for a feature v;hich has hitherto been unspeci

fied. The vowel is actually changing some of its features 

For instance, the vov/el becomes [- compact] (whereas it 

had been [4- compact]), and it becomes [- grave] (where

as it had been [4- grave]), 

Furthermore, v/ith what is the vowel under consi

deration harmonizing? Surely, it is not harmonizing with 

the consonant since one of the features altered (that of 

compactness) does not appear in any value for the con

sonant. About the only thing one could say along these 

lines of thought is that the feature [- grave] might 

cause the graveness of the vowel to change. If this were 

^llhe distinctive feature complex for the [nj 
segm.ent of the imperative suffix -nî  is taken from 
Halle, "On the Bases of Phonology," p. 328. 
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the case, however, then why is not the dixfuseness of 

the vowel affected likev/ise? 

The more logical and natural situation would be to 

assui;:o that tne vow si of the root is harmonizing with the 

vowel of the suffix. Weight is lent to this argument by 

the fact that, for some of the features under considera

tion (compactness and graveness), the vowel in the suffix 

does exhibit the same values that the harmonizing vowel 

takes on. The fact that the feature [+ diffuse] of the 

suffixal vowel does not cause the root vowel to become 

[4- diffusej is not too damaging to the assumption that 

the root vowel may be harmonizing to the suffixal vowel, 

A jump from [+ compact] and [- diffuse] to [- compact] 

and [4- diffuse] is almost too large a change to be ex

pected from any sort of vowel harmony. The fact that 

the harmonizixng vowel becomes Q- compact] , while remain

ing [- diffuse] , could be enough to indicate the pre

sence of some sort of vowel harmony between the two 

vov/els. 

The real indications that this may not be a case 

of vowel harmony appear in the action of the other vowels 

It would seem that if La] harmonizes with the vowel of 

the imperative plural suffix, other vowels in the same 

situation should show some tendency to do likewise. As 

will he seen from the following arbitrary rules, such is 



anything but the case. The vowels involved seem to actu

ally resist what might, in other instances, be consi

dered legitimate grounds for harmonization. 

For the sake of conserving space, I have not 

spelled out the consonantal segment [n] in the following 

rules, I think I have sufficiently shov/n that this seg

ment is not responsible for any vov/el changes in the root 

vov/el. Furthermore, one can quickly refer to rule XI for 

the features in the feature complex of [n] if such infor

mation should later become important. 

4- VOC ] 
- cons ! 

XII, :- comp '• 
i- gravei 
i- diff 
I- flat 

4- VOC ] 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
- diff 
L- flat j 

/_ [n] 

4- VOC 
- cons 
- com.p 
- grave 
4- diff 
- flat ̂  

ir 

Wliy is the feature [- diffuse] of the root vov/el 

not affected by the feature [4- diffuse] of the suffixal 

vowel? 

XIII. 

j_ 

4- VOC 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
4- diff 
- flat 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
4. diff 
- flat 

/_ [n] 

4- VOC 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
4. diff 
- flat 

# 

Vowel harmony might be operating here, but how 

can one say that this is the case when all the vowels 

involved are identical? 
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XIV. 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp — > 

4- grave 
4. diff j 
> flat _ . 

4- voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
4- diff 
4- flat 

/_ [n] 

+ voc 
- cons 
- comp 
- grave 
4- diff 
- flat 

ft 

It woiad not seem likely, but it should be pos

sible for the graveness of the root vowel to be affected. 

!+ voc 
|- cons 

XV. 1- comp 
14- grave 
I- diff 
14. flat 

4. voc 
- cons 
- comp 
4- grave 
- diff 
4. flat 

/ - c 
4- voc 
- cons 

nl i- comp 
I- grave 
14. diff 
L- flat . 

# 

In this example, the diffuseness of the root 

vowel v/ould be expected to change if vowel haiTiiony oper

ated in this environment on any vowel. This example and 

the one in rule XII are the real cruces of the argument. 

If any vov/els v/ere going to undergo vov/el harmony in the 

environment involved, either or both of these should. 

However, even though v/e see some very real dif

ferences in the case of rule XI and those of the vov/el 

harmony in verbal suffixes v/e have seen before, v/e shall 

not reject it as of yet. Rules XII through XV can be dis

carded, however, because they represent absolutely nothing 

in the language. 

Since we have decided, mostly for the sake of 

completeness, to include rule XI in our set of vov/el 

harmony rules, we should reduce it to its least redundant 
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and m.ost general form, hule ::i can be re-written as rule 

XIa by using [n] , instead of the feature complex which 

it represents, and by rcJucin^- the feature complexes for 

[a] , [eJ , and [i] to their least redimdant forms. 

XIa, [ 4- comp 
- comp 
- flat 
- diff 

/_ i ~n1 
- comp 
- flat 
4- diff 

The surviving rules describing the vowel harmony 

in the verbal derivatives of Sv/ahili can nov/ be listed 

in their simplest forms, I have included rules lb, lib, 

and IIIc (as well as the alternate forms Ic, Illb, and 

IVb) in the following list for reference. 

Ic. 
- comp 
- flat 

/ [ ^ diffj| 
_> ( - comp 

J L<'̂  diff 
-^ S (/ X(CV),C) 

<[4- diff]>j (<[4- comp]> 
C X 

*Ib, - comp 
- flat 

*IIb. - comp 
- flat 

Illb. [4- flat 

^ [- diffj / X(CV)^C 

-^ [, diff] / X(CV)C 

'- comp 
- diff. 
[4- comp' 

[4- diff 

-> f- diff] / J:(GV)^C + flat 
^ -^ - diff 

C X 

C X 

C X 

IVb. [4- flat] 4. diff] / .:.(cv),c {- -^ C X 
f- flat] 
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[ L- d i f f ] 
* I I I c . K flat]v^' ; / X(CV)̂ .C 

+ f l a t ] ^ 
- d i f f l ' 

(i> d i f f l l \ 

\ ( I — i i a o I j 

\ v.- ^J -' 

> C r 

Vb. - comp 
- f l a t 

-> |> d i f f l / X(CVXC 
- ccm-D 
- flat 
- d i f f 

VIb. ^- comp 
- f l a t 

-> h difr / ::(cv)c 

r- com.p1 
IXa. - f l a t ' [u d i f f ] / rf C_CX 

7JX. r+ f l a t i [4. d i f f ] / # C_C />. 

XIa. [4- comp] > 
comp 
flat 
diff 

/ _ [n] 
- comp 
- flat 
t diff 

TT 

http://com.p1
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Test in- the Rules 

• erhaps the best v/ay to begin an evaluation of 

a set of phonological rules is to test them by means of 

their application to some sample derivations in the lan

guage under consideration. Therefore, I shall take some 

sample verbal roots from Sv/ahili, suffix them with verbal 

derivational suffixes of the sort with v/hich we have been 

dealing, and see if the rules I have formulated v/ill 

predict the correct vowel in the suffix (thus account

ing for the vov;el harmony present in the derivational 

suffixation of the verbal root). For the sake of space, 

the number of samples will necessarily be limited even 

though this is, of course, far from being an ideal situ

ation. 

First of all, it is imperative that we set up 

the conditions under which the vowel harm.ony rules come 

into play. It is assumed that there are certain sets of 

transformational rules in Sv/ahili v;hich will specify the 

v/ay in which the verbal root is joined with any deriva

tional suffix. The following is an example of how such 

^8 
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a transformational rule might appear. 

Ti X(CV)CVi -H V.X = ^ X(CV)̂ CV2X 

(verbal root) (verbal deriva- (verbal deri-
tienal suffix) vative) 

The effect of this rule is merely the dropping 

of the last vowel of the verbal root before suffixation. 

If the verbal root ends in two vowels (and, there

fore, the originally penultimate vowel of the verbal root 

and the first vov/el of the verbal suffix would become con

tingent after suffixation), the final vov/el of the verbal 

root is dropped as usual, but the lateral consonant [l] 

is inserted between the now contingent vowels of the 

verbal root and its suffix. The follov/ing is how the 

alternate rule T2 might appear. 

T2 X(CV),CW-L + V2X —=>X(CV),CV[l] V2X 

(verbal root) (verbal deriva- (verbal deri-
tional suffix) vative) 

A specific transformational rule does not need 

to be constructed to deal v/ith the monosyllabic verbal 

roots. Rule Tĵ  operates normally except that the optional 

(CV)^ takes on the value zero. Rule T2 would, of course, 

never be involved in such an instance. If tv/o vowels in 

a verbal root exist contingent to one another, such as 

in ea (to be clean), the verbal root is automatically 
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bi-syllabic. 

The transformational rules given above are, of 

ccur^e, limited in scope and are designed merely to set 

up the environments for the testing of our vov/el harmony 

rules. They are not meant to represent the complete set 

of rules governing the suffixation of verbal roots. For 

instance, there are some verbal roots ending in tv/o vowels 

which do not drop the last vowel before suffixation, 

although [ij is still inserted betv/een the vov/el of 

the verbal root and the first vov.'el of the suffix. This 

case would require an alternate form of rule T2 or some 

specific rule of its ov/n. 

Hov/ever, the shape of the transformational rules 

governing affixation in Swahili is not our primary con

cern, h'e are interested only in the vowel changes involved 

v/hen a verbal root is affixed by a derivational suffix 

and not in exactly hov/ that suffix is joined to the root. 

Therefore, v/e shall accept rules T^ and T2 as legitimate, 

though ad hoc, transformational rules representing a set 

of more general rules of affixation which imdoubtedly 

exist in the grammar of Sv/ahili. 

\-Hth these points in mind, we may now see how 

our vowel har.mony rules v/ork by testing them v/ith some 

sainnle derivations. 

file:///-Hth
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1« -Mii^ (beat) i- cza/; 1 r.n 

(verbal root) (causative derivational suffix) 

-> .̂ -, . . fiza) 
DY tne application of T^, v;e obtain -i^i--' f. 

LQsaj 

how, spelling out the appropriate segments (the 

original penultimate vowel of the verbal root and the 

first vowel of the verbal derivational suffix), we obtain 

the following representation. 

I * 

;- comp 
p' 14- diff 

I- flat 

- comp 
[g] j_- flat [2] W 

According to rule Ic, the suffixal vowel will 

take on the diffuseness of the of the verbal root vowel 

if the suffixal vowel contains the feature [- compact]• 

Therefore, the suffixal vowel takes on the feature 

[4- diffusej. 

By filling in the remaining features by means of 

the redundancy rules, and putting the derived verbal form 

back into conventional script, we have the causative 

verbal derivative form -pigiza (cause to beat) v/hich is 

the form found in the spoken language. It v/ould seem, 

then, that the verbal derivational vowel harm.ony rule Ic 

is correct in that it yields a correcb form. 

The sample verbal above can also be operated on 

by rule lib (one of the alternate rules to Ic) to yield 



the same results. In rule lib, the vowel of the suffix 

exhibiting the featr.res L- compact] and f- flat] will 

take on the feature [4- diffuse] if the original penulti

mate vowel of the verbal root e.-iiibits the feature 

[4- diffuse"] Us is the case in our enample). Therefore, 

we \:ill obtain the same results by the application of 

rule lib as we did by the application of rule Ic. This, 

of course, proves nothing except that we have success

fully included rule lib in the coalesced rule Ic. 

Another exam.ple of a verbal root which may under

go derivation is the verbal root -zaa (bear). This root 

was deliberately chosen as an example because, not only 

will it involve an application of rule T2 in the com.bina-

tion of the root and the suffix, it involves a verbal 

root v/ith a penultimate vowel containing the feature 

[4- compact] and is, therefore, operated on slightly dif

ferently by the rules. 

2. -zaa (bear) ^ ev/a/iwa 

(verbal root) (passive derivational suffix) 

riwâ  
By application of T2, v/e obtain -zalj 

Lewâ  

Spelling out the appropriate segments as in 

example one, we get the following representation of 

the suffixed verbal root. 
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r T r - i r - - l" comp] 

[zj [4̂  comp] [IJ [-.flat] [w] [a] 

According to rule Ic, the suffixal vowel will 

take the feature [+ diffuse] if the verbal vowel has the 

feature fj- compact]. Since this is the case here, the 

derivational suffixal vowel becomes specified for dif

fuseness as Qf diffuse] . 

By filling in the remaining features as we did 

in example one, we obtain the passive derivative form 

-zaliwa (be born) which is the desired result. 

As was the case in example one, rule lib also 

applies in the above situation. Again, it gives the same 

desired results and, again, indicates merely that rule 

lib is properly included in rule Ic. 

The remaining examples are all done along the 

same lines as examples one and tv/o, and much of the 

redundant explanation will therefore be eliminated. 

3. -enda ̂ ^ (go) + ea/ia 

(verbal root) (prepositional derivational suffix) 

22Most Swahili words exhibit the form CVCVCV, and 
this is the combination we assumed in the formulation of 
our vowel harmony rules. Obviously the "nd" consonantal 
cluster in -enda must be accounted for if the rules are to 
apply properly without being ad hoc. In any language, cer
tain consonant clusters are allowed to exist where one 
would ordinarily expect to find a single consonant. There
fore, the problem is solved if "nd" is considered merely 
a variation of "C" in the usual CVCVCV format of Swahili. 
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l a 
By a p p l i c a t i o n of T-j_ v/e obta in -end<; > and, by 

spe l l ing out the appropr i a t e segmicnts. (.ea. 

- co:::p 
- flat 
- diff 

[n^ - comp 
- flat [̂ ] 

Either rule Ic or rule lb will apply in this case 

to give the suffixal vowel the feature [- diffuse]. The 

final derived form, then, is -endea (go to) v/hich is the 

actual form found in the language. 

h. -ona (see) + ea/ia 

(verbal root) (prepositional derivational suffix) 

ria| 
3y application of TT we obtain -onj r and, by 

Lea) 
spelling out the segments. 

- comp 
4. flat 
- diff 

[n] 
comp 
flat [a]. 

As above, either rule Ic or rule lb will apply to 

give the suffixal vowel the feature [- diffuse]. The final 

derived form, -onea Qook at), is the desired form. 

5, -choma (pierce) -f oa/ua 

(verbal root) (conversive derivational suffix) 

rixa^ 

By a p p l i c a t i o n of Ti we obta in -choraj ^ and 
CoaJ 

[t] 17] 
4- flat 
- diffuse [m] [4. flat] [a] . 

Rule Illb applies in this case to assign the 
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feature [- diffuse] to the sufii.xal vowel, and v;e obtain 

-chomoa (extract), the desired form, as our derived verbal 

form. 

6, -kama (squeeze) t ua/oa 

(verbal root) (conversive derivational suffix) 

ua^ 
The application of T^ yields -kamj > and 

oa I 4- com-o] 
[k] [- ilat_ _̂m] > flat] [a]. 

Rule IVb acplies zo assign the feature T^ diffuse] 

to the suffixal vowel, and we obtain -kamua (press out) 

which is the desired form. 

7. -plnda (bend) -t ua/oa 

(verbal root) (conversive derivational suffix) 

ma) 
The application of T^ yields -pind< > 

(oaj 
and 

[p] 
4- diff 
- comp 
- flat 

[nd] [t flat] [a] , 

Rule IVb applies (slightly differently than it 

did in the previous examiple) to assign the feature 

[f diffuse] to the suffixal vowel, and we obtain -pindua 

(turn around) v/hich is again the desired form, 

8. -samehe (forgive) -t ea/ia 

(verbal root) (prepositional derivational suffix) 
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(ea ̂  
By the arplication of T;̂  ̂"'e obtain -sam.eh^ > and 

r - (ia) 
j- comp 

[si fal [iu] I- flat; r̂ ] r- co:vo~ i a' . 

Since -savehe is an Arabic verbal root, rule ̂ /b, 

instead of rule lb, arplies to assign the feature 
- -1 

_- diffusej to the suffixal vowel. "Ihe derived verbal form, 

then, is -samehea (forgive to someone) which is the de

sired form. 

9, -hofu (fear) 4- ewa/iwa 

(verbal root) (passive derivational suffix) 

(iv/al 
The application of T-j_ yields -hof< r and 

Cewâ  

r- comp] 
[fl L- flat. [w] [a] . 

As in example eight, the verbal root under con

sideration is of Arabic origin. Therefore, rule VIb, 

instead of rule lib, applies to assign the feature 

[4- dif fusel to the suffixal vowel. Thus, the verbal deri

vative form is -hofiv/a (be feared) v/hich is the desired 

form, 

10, -la (eat) + isha/esha 

(verbal root) (causative derivational suffix) 

risha| 
Application of rule Ti yields -11 ( and 

(esha) 

[hi 
V flat 
- diff 
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! - comr) 
[ij ^- flat III l^i . 

Rule i/Ia arplies here, but it cannot supply any 

specification for thj diffuseness of the suffixal vov/el. 

Therefore, we are left v;ith two possible forms of the 

derived verbal: -lisha and -lesha, \ie find that, in this 

case, -lisha (cause to eat) is tiie desired form. 

11. -pa, (give) + iv/a/ewa 

(verbal root) (passive derivational suffix) 

riwa^ 
The application of T-, yields -p< '̂  and 

.ewa 
- comp i 

p] [_- flatj [v] [a]. 

As in the previous example, rule IXa applies but 

cannot specify the diffuseness of the suffixal vowel. We 

are left again v/ith tv/o possible forms: -piv/a and -pewa. 

In this case, as opposed to the example given above, the 

form with the vowel containing the feature [- diffuse] is 

the desired one. Therefore, -pewa (be given) is the 

desired form. 

12. -cha (fear) "̂  uka/oka 

(verbal root) (stative derivational suffix) 

rukâ i 
The application of rule Ti yields -chj ^ and 

Co^aj 

[t] [/] [+ flat] [kj [a]. 
Rule Xa applies to assign the feature [+ diffuse] 
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to the suffixal vowel. The resultant verbal derivative 

is -chuka (show oneself to be afraid), the desired form, 

\.'e noted before that the affixation of the 

plural imperative suffix appeared to be somehow differ

ent from the other cases of vov/el harmony. V/e can add 

further evidence for this now. Rule XIa does not operate 

under the same circ^omstances as the other rules. It 

requires a special transformational rule T^ to set up 

the environment for its operation. 

T3 X(CV),GV -H -ni > X(GV),CVni # 

(verbal impera- (plural im- (plural impera
tive root) perative tive verbal 

suffix) form) 

The rule T^ merely states that the suffix -ni 

may be added to an imperative verbal root without alter--

ing the form of that root by deletions, additions, etc, 

Examples of how the rule XIa operates may now 

be given. 

13. la (eat) t -ni 

(imperative verbal root) (plural imperative suffix) 

By the application of T3 we obtain lani #, and, 

by spelling out the appropriate segments, v/e get 

[1] [t comp] [n] 

Rule XIa operates to change the feature complex 

- comp 
- flat 
4. diff 

# . 
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of the root vowel. The spelled out segments now appear in 

the following form. 

[i.: - flat n 
- a: 

• ̂ >.-

- comp 
- flai: 
t diff 

//• 

The final form is leni which is the desired one. 

1^, tuhu (repent) •+- -ni 

(im.perative verbal root) (plural imperative suffix) 

3y applyini: To and spelling out the appropriate 

segm.ents, we get the following form. 

[t] K \y] 
f flat 
- comp 
4̂. diff 

[n] 
- flat 
- com.p 
4- diff 

TT 

Rule XIa does not operate in the above case since 

the vov/el of the root does not contain [4- compact] as one 

of its features. Therefore, tubuni is left as the ex

pected form, and this form is in fact the desired one. 

By the above fourteen examples, v/e have shov/n 

that the vov/el harmony rules v/ork as v/e intended them to, 

Hov/ever, there are some problems with the rules that are 

not immediately apparent. These problems extend far be

yond the mere v/orking out in practice of the intended 

vowel harmonies and the correct results obtained in our 

examples; but if the rules are to obtain any tolerable 

level of adequacy, these problems must be recognized 

and solutions provided for them. 
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Real_Problems lith the hules 

The most obvious problem concerns the restriction 

placed on verbs of Arabic origin. ...hen they undergo deri

vation \/ith suffixes containing front vowels, special 

rules (Vb and Ylb) must be forirolated to describe the 

vov/el harmonies involved. The problem lies in our ability 

to predict the roots of Arabic origin. Is it proper in a 

synchronic study of a language to rely on the etymology 

of verbal roots as a factor in their description? 

According to Graham Hough, it appears that such 

a reliance is not tolerable. "It is impossible to com

bine synchronic v/ith the diachronic study of a Ian-

guage."*̂ "̂  h'his is the alm.ost universally accepted prin-

ciple postulated by Ferdinand de Saussure. 

^3Graham Hough, "Linguistics and Ordinary 
Language," Mind, LX:C\/"UI (January, 1969), 138. 

2̂+ 
x̂ erdinand de Saussure, Cours do Lin^quistique 

Generale (Paris: Fayot, 1962), p. 117. 
"La premiere chose qui frappe quand on etudie les 

faits de langue,"c'est que pour le sujet parlant leur 
succession^dans le temps est inexistante: il est 
devant un etat. Aussi le linguiste qui veut com-
prendre cet etat doit-il faire table rase de tout ce 
qui I'a produit et ignorer la diachronie. II ne peut 
entrer dans la cons^cience des sujets parlants qu'en 
suppriment le passe. L'intervention de I'jiistoire ne 
peut que fausser son jugement. II serait absurde de 
dessiner un panorama des Alpes en le prenant simul-
tanement de plusieurs sommiets du Jura; un panorama 
doit etre pris d'un seul point. De memo pour la 
langue: on ne peut ni la decrire ni fixer des normes 
pour 1'usage qu'en se plagant dans un certain etat." 
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Txhe first thin;- that strikes us when we study 
the facts of language is that their succession in 
time does not exist insofar as the speaker is con
cerned. He is confronted with a state. That is v/hy 
the lin-̂ uist who wishes to understand a state must 
discord all '-.novledge of everythinj? that produced 
it and i.-t̂norc diachrony. He can enter the* mind of 
speakers only by completely suppressing the past. 
The intervention of history can only falsify his 
judgement. It v/ould be absurd to attempt to sketch 
a panorama oi the Alps by viewing tiiem simultaneously 
from several peaks of the Jura; a panoram.a must be 
made from a single vantage point. The same applies 
to language; the linruist can neither describe it 
nor draw up standĵ rds of usage except by concentrat
ing on one state,^^ 

On any phonological grounds with which we have 

been dealing so far, the problem of the Arabic verbal 

roots and the strict separation of synchrony and diachrony 

appears impossible to resolve at this time. 

The most im.portant problems with our rules as v/e 

have them formulated, however, are much deeper than the 

problem stated above. The solution of the following pro

blems may, in fact, provide the answer to the Arabic root 

restriction problem. 

The phenomena .with which we are dealing in our 

vowel harmony rules operate in a very limited manner. 

That is, the environments in v/hich vowel harmony takes 

place are very closely determined and severely restricted 

^^This translation is from Course in General 
Linf^uistics by Ferdinand de Saussure, ed, by Charles 
Bally, Albert Sechehaye, and Albert Heidlinger and orans. 
by -l8.de Baskin (New York: The Philosophical Library, Inc, 
1959), pp. 81-82, 

http://-l8.de


by certain apparently non-phonological rules of the gram

mar. However, the vowel har.mony rules themselves fail to 

show this. 

For instance, theie n:ay bo 7:3.ny instances in which 

a minus compact and minus flat vowel in the environment 

X(CV)jCJ [4- compact I C X does not take on the feature 

]̂4- diffusej. An example would be acaweta (he called them). 

The reason, of course, that akav/eta does not undergo 

vov/el harm.ony to become *a':av.'ita is that akav/eta is not 

a case of a verbal derivative. .Mother exam.ple is the 

case of the affixation of the locative suffix -ni to 

verbal roots. According to rule XIa, if the verbal root 

ends in a plus compact vowel (a), that vowel becomes 

minus compact, minus diffuse, and minus flat with the 

suffixation of -ni. In the case of the locative suffix, 

however, this vowel change does not occur even though the 

suffix is phonetically identical with the plural impera

tive suffix which does require such a vowel change. 

There is nothing in the rules as we have them 

formulated, hov/ever, to indicate that any such restrictions 

occur. Therefore, our rules fail to provide us with all 

the information which is apparently necessary to determine 

if they are to apply or not. Furthermore, it is doubtful 

that such information could be provided in purely phono

logical terms. 
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The above observations would see:., to i.ndicatc 

that the rules are too general, that is that they operate 

over too broad an area (such as v/as the case with a\^.veta). 

However, generalization in the rules is what '.;e are aim

ing for, and to add anything j.aking them more restricted 

(even if this were possible) would seem to be contrary 

to our goals. 

We could, on the other hand, require that our 

general rules operate only in very restricted environ

ments determined by certain other rules in the grammar 

(such as T]_, T2, and T^ in the previous section). This 

would appear to overcome the problems involved above, 

but would create nev/, and more difficult, problems. 

Besides being an ad hoc solution, it would make the 

grammar very redundant by demanding rules to indicate 

v/hen other rules were to operate or were not to operate. 

This could get to the point of becoming a circus of rules 

allowing or disallowing other rules to allow or disallow 

other rules to do the same ad infinitum. 

Perhaps, contrary to what we have thus far pro

posed, the rules are actually too restricted. There may 

be some generalizc.tions, either in the phonology of 

Swahili or in the theory of phonology as a whole, that 

v/e have overlooked which make our rules appear to be 

too general when, in reality, they are too restricted. 
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This v/ould be a much more desirable situation since it 

would imnly the possibility of constructing a simpler and 

le-3 -edund-nt rrnviiar (at least as far as the descrip

tion of vowel harmony is concerned). However, for the 

moment, v.r.y further generalizations are not apparent; 

and, as long as v;e are confined to purely phonetic and 

phonological grounds, it seems unlikely that any new 

generalizations will appear. 

This brings up v/hat is probably the crux of the 

problems we have encountered. Perhaps, rather than our 

rules being too restricted or too general, our basic 

outlook and viewpoint have been too restricted, '//e have 

failed to take into account any effects v/hich non-phono

logical properties of the gram.mar of Swahili may have 

upon the rules of its phonology. Our solution, then, 

probably lies in some sort of integration of our phono

logical rules with the non-phonological aspects of the 

grar.ivar of the language. 

It is impossible to say at this time, however, 

if this will provide any insights v/hich might prove 

valuable in solving our problems. Perhaps the solution 

is to be found in some entirely different manner. Per

haps some aspect of universal phonological theory holds 

the key. Likely, it is a combination of partial solutions 

from several sources which will eventually provide us 
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v/Lth the proper answers. 

Therefore, in order to reach a better understand

ing of the problems involved and to come up with some 

adequate solutions, we need to delve deeper into the 

basis underlying our entire dealings with vowel harmiOny. 

In other words, we need to take a closer look at phono

logical theory as a whole. 

Consequently, in hopes of gaining some new 

insights and of getting some new ideas, we shall momen

tarily leave the vowel harmony rules we have constructed 

and consider some of the newer concepts in phonological 

theory. 



CHhrTxJii IV 

SOlh:: RiLCilhl GOhifaBuTIOho TO 

PHuhOLOGICAL fhriOKY 

The h^aturalness Condition 

Traditionally, there has been an assumption that 

there is a natural relation between the phonetic and 

phonological levels in linguistic descriptions. This 

natural relation had been generally recognized as the 

condition of linearity."^ 

Noam Chomsky defines the condition of linearity 

(whicxh he points out follows from the theory of autono

mous phonemics) as follov/s: 

The linearity condition . , . requires that each 
occurrence of a phoneme in the phonemic representa
tion of an utterance be associated with a particu
lar succession of (one or more) consecutive phones 
in its representing matrix as its 'member' or 
'realization'; and, furthermore, that if A precedes 
B in the phonemic representation, then the phone 
sequence associrted with A precedes (is to the left 
of) that associated with B in the phonetic matrix. 
This condition follows from definitions of the pho
neme as a class of phone sequences (as in 
post-Bloomfieldian American Linguistics, typically) 
or as a bundle of distinctive features (Bloomfield, 
Jakobson) or a minimal term in a phonological oppo
sition (Prague circle).27 

Postal, Phonological Theory, p. 53-

27 Ibid,, pp, 5^-55. 
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Postal notes that tho::e who accept the concept 

of zhe linearity condition in Chomsky's sense also 

generally accept what Chomsky referred to as the i.nvari-

ance co.ndition. 

This requires that each phoneme have associated with 
it a set of defining p.honetic properties, h'nenever 
the phoneme occurs in a phonemic representation, a 
pnonetic segment with the associated properties must 
occur in the corresponding position in the phonetic 
representation, and each instance of a phonetic seg-
.mant containing the defining features of^a phoneme 
F must be assigned the phonemization P.^^ 

Chomsî y and Postal contend that no phonological 

structure meeting the linearity condition (and the asso

ciated invariance condition) exists as a part of natural 

language. Hov/ever, they do not reject the concept of a 

natural relation between the phonetic and phonological 

levels which the linearity condition implies. They re

ject the linearity condition merely because it is too 

strong and may exclude the optim.al analysis in some 

instances,^^ 

As an alternative to both the linearity and the 

invariance conditions. Postal proposes what is a far 

weaker version of both which he terms the Naturalness 

Condition,30 The naturalness condition is not easily 

28ibid,, p, 55, 

29rbid. 

30lbid. 
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defined, and Postal admits that he must approach its 

definition in a rather discursive manner.31 

Basically, however, what Postal is im.plying with 

his naturalness condition is that the relationship be

tween phonological and phonetic structures is a natural 

one. He attributes the first observance of this natural 

relationship to Roman Jakobson, but he feels that 

Jakobson later lost sight of his own discovery and that 

a nev/ interpretation of the relationship is necessary.^2 

We can today interpret this insight as claiming 
that the categorization of lexical items given by 
phonological structure^ i.e. required to represent 
the morphemes in the dictionary, required to state 
morphophonemic and phonological rules, needed to 
state constraints on sequences of phonological ele
ments, needed to state phonological universals, etc., 
is not, from the point of view of phonetic structure, 
an arbitrary code. Rather, this representation is 
closely related to the representations needed to 
state the phonetic properties of the various se
quences which represent individual lexical items. If 
this claim is true, m.uch, although by no means all, 
of the mapping between phonological and phonetic 
structures can be riven"universally. That is, much 
of the differences between these two levels in all 
languages is statable within the general theory of 
language and neri not be specified again and again 
in each linguistic description,-̂ -̂  

For contrast. Postal discusses the opposite 

assumption held by some linguists, the hypothesis that 

31lbid, 

32ibid., pp, 55-56, 

33ibid,, p, 56, 
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no natural relationship exists beLween a phonological 

or morphophonemic representation and its phonetic reali

zation. Carried to its ultii.nte ccncluoion, this hvpo-

thesis v,'ould, on the dictionary level, lead to morpho

phonemic representation in a perfectly arbitrary code 

such as integers. Rules wiiich dealt with such integers 

would involve ultimxate phonetic features which would 

be shared by individual integers only to the extent 

allov/ed by mere chance,3^ 

The naturalness condition insists that such a 

situation as that discussed above is not reality and that 

a natural relation between phonetic and systeriatic struc

tures would be found to exist in all loiown hum̂ an lan

guages. All research done to the present would appear to 

support the implications of the naturalness condition. 

Morphophonemic elements v/hich fall into classes 
from the point of view of rules of the grammar, from 
the point of viev/ of restrictions on combinations, 
from the point of viev/ of historical changes^ dialect 
variations, indeed from every known linguistic point 
of view, have phonetic .realizations with a high 
degree of similarity,35 

The implications of these observations are, of 

course, enormous. They suggest that the idea of the uni

versality of many aspects of language may be duly justi

fied. This would suggest that, barring any language 

3^Ibid., p.- 51. 

35rbid., p.. 58. 
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particular rules to the contrary, universal rules would 

map most of the information in the systematic dictionary 

representation onto the phonetic level of realization. 

A tre.nendous saving can there!ore be made in the 

descriptions of languages since only language particular 

rules need be stated at any cost to the gramriar, the 

majority of cases being automatically handled by cost

less universal rules. 

Postal suggests, finally, that the naturalness 

condition may be rephrased in the terms of the notion 

natural class.-̂  This notion is defined by Plorris Halle 

very simply in terms of the number of features required 

to designate any particular sound, "he shall say that a 

set of sounds forms a natural class if fewer features 

are required to designate the class than to designate 

any individual sound in the class."3' 

Postal suggests, then, that the naturalness con

dition predisposes the natural class in that, in general, 

morphophonemes with which one must deal in describing 

natural languages will have phonetic realizations which 

form natural classes, and single morphemes having variant 

3^Ibid., p. 73. 

37horris Halle, "On the Role of Simplicity in 
Linguistic Descriptions," in Structure of Language and 
Its Mathematical Aspects, ed, by Roman Jakobson 
(Providence, Rhode Island: American Mathematical Society, 
1961), p. 90. 
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phonetic mappings will form a natural class.38 

In conclusion, the idea of the naturalness con

dition is that the phonological and phonetic structures 

are si.llar to the point that special language particular 

rules are needed to relate the two only in a very limited 

number and kind of properties. Most of the work is done 

by universal rules and conditions. "Hence, except in the 

irreducible cases of completely special language limited 

facts, systematic structures automatically pass into 

phonetic structures without the need of setting up ad hoc 

rules,"39 in that observation is the heart of the natural

ness condition, 

Nonphonetic Properties in Phonology 

Contrary to earlier concepts of phonology, the 

phonological segment of the grammar of a language cannot 

be kept absolutely separate from the rest of the grammar, 

I noted in chapter three that some of the problems with 

our rules as v/e had them constructed might have been due 

to our failure to recognize this innate integration of 

the phonological component with the rest of the grammar. 

Furthermore, Postal very carefully emphasizes that "mor-

phophonemic structure is by no means exhausted by the 

38postal, Phonological Theory, p. 38. 

39ibid., p. 39. 
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strings of morphophonc.ries,"̂ *̂  

Som.e nonphonetic properties v/hich affect phonology 

can be grouped together into what are normally referred 

to as branching constituents, iostal calls such features 

categorial properties and illustrates them with the fol

lowing representation of the î nglish v/ord "booi-zcover,"̂ ! 

77 book -f cover # 

The necessity of including such properties in pho

nological descriptions is convincingly shov/n by Chomsky and 

Halle in their discussion of English stress. Their treat

ment of the differing stresses of "black board" and 

"blackboard" is a good example of how categorial properties 

affect the phonological element, and I have thus included 
1+2 

the following portion of their derivations, 

(1) (a) 1_ 
A N 
I ' I ,„ 

frrr black # # board :^ 

r # r vv̂  black #] " rf hoard #1 #] 

^Qjbid,, p. 11^. 

^1 Ibid. 

^^The derivations given are from Chomsky, The 
Sound Pattern of English, pp. 16-17. 
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(b) ;JP 

A N 

4:P 

/̂ ;7 black # 

# blaci i 7f] 
A 

;r boa rd ,]',} 

•r boa rd /̂'i H^ 
i \ i \ hP 

(2) In monosyllables, the vowel receives pri-.arv 
stress. ^ ^ 

Applying this rule to the structures of (1) and 
then erasing the innermost bracicets in accordance, 
with the principle of the transformational cycle,^3 
we have, in the bracket notation, the representa
tions (3a) and (3b): 

^ 1 1 . 
(3) (a) irit black -rir board -irirl 

N̂ JN 

r ^ ^ 
(b) ftrr black ^lit board #75"! 

•-NP JNP 
(k) Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed 
vowel in the context , ̂  

IN 

... V ...] 

(5) Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed 
vowel in the context 

1 n 
V ... ... 

-'NP 

3The transformational cycle is merely the 
principle that the phonological rules apply to the maximal 
strings containing no brackets, and then the innermost 
brackets are removed. For further explanation refer to 
Chomsky, The Sound Pattern of English, p. 15. 

^Chomsky adopted the following convention to 
keep any form from having tv/o prim.ary stresses: "V/hen 
primary stress is placed in a certain position, then all 
other stresses in the string under consideration at that 
point are automatically weakened by one." See Chomsky, 
The Sound Pattern of English, pp. 16-17. 
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In rules ih) and (5)^ V sta.nds for "vowel," and V 
stands for a vowel with primary stress. . . . iVnply-
in.-: rule (H-) to (3a), we derive the representation 
(6a); applying rule (S) to (3b), we derive the repre-
sentation (6b). 

1 2 
(6) . (a) i/^:r b lacc jr/r board ;;V/' 

2 1 
(b) ,;',/ black ifff board -,rif 

(7) Assign primary stress to a primary-stressed 
vowel in the context 

... fn/^ QVĈ rr 
-̂ N 

Application of rule (7) to (6a) gives the desired 
stress pattern 1 3 by ohe conventions established 
above; primary stress is placed on the first syl
lable, and the stress on the second syllable is 
automiatically v/eakened to tertiary. 

By the above rules, Chomsky and Halle are able to 

derive the desired stress patterns v/hich follow: 

1 3 2 1 

blackboard and black board. 

Chomsky and Plalle continue further with other 

examples, but for our purposes the point is proven. Cate

gorial properties simply must be taken into account in 

phonological representations. 

Postal gives other examples (from Mohawk) which 

involve the insertion of the vowel segment [i] in certain 

contexts.^'^ Examples such as those, however, merely point 

out that the concept of categorial properties and their 

constraints on phonology are not restricted to the 

h< -^Postal, Phonological Theory, pp. 116-17. 
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description of v;hat are co:nionly referred to as 

supra-segmentals (such as the stresses dealt with by 

Chomsky and hallc). 

Categorial properties are, of course, not the 

only nonphonetic properties necessary in phonological 

descriptions. Since all ŝ Titactic properties are not 

represented by constituents, and it is necessary to employ 

selectional features (represented in the syntactic com

ponent of generative gramj:iars as syntactic features), it 

is quite reasonable to expect a similar situation to 

exist in the phonological comxponent of the grammar. 

Postal carefully distinguishes two types of S3m-

tactic features v/hich may play a part in the phonology 

by pointing out that some features ([4- animate, - human, 

etc,]) play an independent role in the syntax as v/ell as 

playing a role in the phonology. Some syntactic features, 

on the other hand, are not independently motivated by the 

lf6 

syntax but ire relevant only to the phonology. ^ Such 

elo::ients as the latter ho terms "morphological features" 

b't notes that they m,?.y share certain aspects with the 

h7 
independently motivated syntactic features. 

One is v/illin̂ -: to accept without question those 

^^^nuA^^ pp. 119-20. 

if^Lfl., P- 120. h'/i- : 
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syntactic features independently required by the syntax 

-which have dual roles as phonologically relevant factors, 

but it is not quite so easy to readily accept as justi

fiable positing syntactic features which are not inde

pendently required by the syntax (the morphological fea

tures). However, Postal presents a very convincing argu

ment, in his discussion of French borrowings in Mohawk, 

in favor of the non syntactically motivated syntactic 

features. He offers a strong argument for the use of such 

morphological features as [- Native, 4- French] in place 

of contrastive phonological matrices, the only other 

hR 
apparent alternative. 

It is the role, then, of morphological features 

to distinguish those classes of morphemes which behave 

specially under special rules. These will be in the mi

nority in all languages and v/ould appear to operate 

against the naturalness condition discussed in the pre

vious section. However, as Postal points out, the justi-

fication for positing morphological features is actually 

strengthened since they provide a means of distinguishing 

non-arbitrary phonetical contrasts from phonetically 

arbitrary ones,^9 

Kg 
For a complete presentation of Postal's argu

ment see Postal, Phonological Theory, pp. 120-̂ 21 

^^Ibid., p. 125. 
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In final support of morphological features, 

Postal notes the following (in reference to his Mohav/k 

examples): 

. . . llohawk has not only borrov/ed several dozen 
French words, it has also borrowed a rule of final 
stress^ . . . Hence there is a good historical and 
sociolinguistic reason \])r^j there should be arbitrary 
divisions of vocabulary, divisions not given by the 
Naturalness Condition. These distinctions are largely 
the synchronic residue of past historical contact 
between languages.50 

There are still other features v/hich must be taken 

into account in discussing the nonphonetic properties in 

phonology. V/e have noted above that morphological fea

tures are designed to show arbitrary divisions in the 

vocabulary. Hov/ever, there are certain single morphemes 

in every language v;hich operate in completely isolated 

ways. These must be handled by completely arbitrary 

exception features,^! The main difference between morpho

logical features and exception features is that morpho

logical features may be relevant for several rules and 

several features v/hile exception features may not. 

Postal, however, adds another observation concerning the 

two terms and their differences. 

Morphological features may serve as (partial) 
environments for phonological rules, i.e.tney 
m y actually be mentioned in such rules. Exception 

^Qlbid., p. 126. 

51lbid., p. 129. 



features may not. . . . Tî e assiuimtion is that, 
v/hile morphological features in general may r.rcdict 
other lexically relevant properties, cxcentinn fea
tures cannot.^^ 

In conclusion, hoshal su-rcsts that there are 

three mcin categories of nonni.onetic features in phono

logy. These are categorial properties, which will be pro

vided by the syntax; feature properties, some of which 

v/ill be provided by the syntax (syntactic features) and 

some of v/hich may be only phonologically relevant and 

somewiiat arbitrary (morphological features); and excep

tion features, v/hich are totally arbitrary and are un

motivated by either the syntax or the phonology. Fur

thermore, he submits a cost hierarchv of features from, the 

point of viev/ of phonology." While he does not attempt 

the exact weighting of the cost of the features, he spe

cifies their relative arbitrariness in a manner similar to 

the follov/ing schematic representation.-^ 

Least Arbitrary Phonological Features 
Morphological Features 

Most Arbitrary Exception Features 

52ibid-5 PP- 131-32. 

53categorial properties and syntactically moti
vated morphological features (syntactic features) are not 
included in Postal's cost hierarchy of arbitrariness be
cause they arc present in the grarrar independent of any 
phonological considerations and are, therefore, costless 
to the phonology. 

5^Postal, Phonological Theory, p. 135. 
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It is clear that the use of nonphonetic features 

in phonology (except those independently motivated by 

other components of the grammar) involves m.ore cost to 

the gramiar of a language and that the use of exception 

features involves more cost than the use of morphologi

cal, features. Nevertheless, the optimal description of 

the phonological component under consideration in any 

particular language may find their use indesponsible. 

The Concept of I-larked and Unirarked in 
Phonological Descriptions 

According to Postal, all systematic phonemic 

dictionary entries are of the form " [semantic features + 

syntactic features 4- a relevant set X^ of impredictable 

phonological properties] ."^5 it is the third of these, 

the set Xĵ  of unpredictable phonological properties, in 

which we shall be primarily interested in this section. 

In chapter tv/o, v/e dealt v/ith this subject in 

our discussion of the distinctive feature concept and its 

tremendous advantages over the earlier concept of inde

pendent phonemes. In our discussion, we constructed dis

tinctive feature matrices which were marked with a plus 

or a minus for each of a finite number of features for 

each vowel segment of Swahili. Disregarding those fea

tures not relevant to vowels, our distinctive feature 

55lbid., p. 157. 
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la 

C '̂ '--.-,-- '-1 ̂  -j-

\-L _ ^ J. \^%^\^ 

grave 

0 u 

he noted, however, that certain features could 

be predicted by rule and that a plus or minus representa

tion was not necessary for every feature of each segment. 

Certain features could be left with a blank or zero mark

ing to yield a non-redundant distinctive feature chart 

such as the follov/ing one. 

flat 

compact 

diffuse 

grave 

• 

a 

t 

e 
— 

— 

1 
1 

1 

— 

— 

4-

0 
4-

-

U 
4-

+ 

The blapĴ s or zero markings could then be re

placed by a plus or a minus by means of certain general 

phonological rules such as the one below. 

[4- compact] 
- flat 
- diffuse 
4- grave 
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In all of the earlier theories of systematic 

phonemic dictionary representations, the system we followed 

in our matrix was employed. For each entry, the segments 

exhibited cells which v/ould contain one of three possible 

markings: a plus, a minus, or a zero. The zero markings 

v/ere the only ones which represented any regularities 

or employed any cost savings in the grammar. The presence 

or absence of any feature was viewed as equal in rela

tion to its cost to the complexity of the dictionary. 

The system was thus symmetrical in that no value was 

considered more natural or inexpensive than another, and 

the only savings involved those predictable features 

marked by a zero.^" 

Postal makes one further observation concerning 

the structure of the earlier theory. 

It was assumed that the set of phonological rules had 
a natural division into morpheme structure rules and 
phonological rules proper. The former rules were re
stricted to filling in zero markings within the dic
tionary by appropriate 4- and - values. That is, they 
were restricted to operate within morphemes (not 
across morpheme boundaries) and could not permute, 
delete, or add segments, etc. it v/as never assiimed 
that morpheme structure rules filled in all zero 
markings, but attempts v/ere made to discover some 
formal constraints on the output of such rules. 
. . . The function of morpheme structure rules v/as to 
represent those language-particular predictable con
straints on the possible combinations of feature spe
cifications both within a segment and sequentially.-?'' 

56Ibid., p. 163. 

'̂'ibid., p. 16^. 
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Postal then poos on to sny that, v/hile the ori

ginal theory of systematic phonemics was a vast improve-

m.ent over nny other view of phonology, it can (under 

new evidence from recent investigation) no longer be ac

cepted as the final word in phonological representations. 

It has been found that there exists a rather poorly un

derstood hierarchy of features and that "trees" built 

according to the hierarchical qualities for many different 

languages appear to have much in common. it would seem, 

then, that universal concepts may have been overlooked 

in the earlier theory. 

Furthermore, there is, according to Postal, very 

clear evidence that reveals a striking asymmetry of fea-

ture values in particular contexts,-"^ In other words, 

plus and minus values can no longer be considered of 

equal cost to the complexity of the system because, in 

certain contexts, either a plus or a minus must be con

sidered more natural or normal and the other subordinate 

in some way. This fact of language should be represented 

in the theory of phonology, and Postal offers a pro

posal. 

Instead of a single level of dictionary repre
sentations in terms of equally costly + and -, and 
costless 0, there are now distinct levels. On the 

5^Ibid,, pp, 16^-65. 

59Ibid,, p, 166. 

•A, 

I M 

>: 
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deeper, or r:ore abstract level, features have only 
two possible values, K{arhed) or Uvnrarhed), U 
markings are vlthout cost, Ii markings have a cost. 
Thus where the early version of the theory allows 
dictionary matrix colls v.lth throe states for a 
given feature, presence, absence, or no inforration, 
the current version allows orly tv;o 'nor:..al' o.nd 
'not normal.' There is, in addition, a less abstract 
level of matrix representation in which everv cell 
contains either a 4- or a - mar-:inh'. But tiie crucial 
and fundamejntal assumption is that this level is 
entirely the function o^ universal rules which oper
ate on the level 01 M-U representation to succes
sively derive 4- and - marhlngs. At no stage are 
there any 0 specifications. Thus, v/here the early 
version of dictionary t.heory claimed that for every 
feature the + and - values were of equal cost, and 
that savings could be achieved only where the 
values could be predicted, the present theory claims 
that in every context some value is 'natural' and 
costless, the other 'unnatural' and with a cost. 
The new theory therefore assimilates the cases of 
natural value and no information (predictability) 
and specifies them botn as U."^ 

This is the basis upon which the system of M and 

U markings v/as built, and Postal elaborates on it some

what in the pages following the above quote. Although 

he is unable to say with absolute certainty v/hat the 

various instances of M and U will be, he proposes certain I 

hypothetical assumptions (such as one that all vowels 

will be unmarked for voice for all segments) v/hich v/ould 

appear to be accurate.^1 

6Qlbid., pp. 166-67. 

^iFor further information concerning Postal's 
proposed conventions in regard to M and U markings 
in particular instances, refer to Postal, Phonological 

mi 

.•4 

r"" 

/J 

Theory, p. 179. 
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Chomsky and Halle reach essentially the same 

conclusions as does Postal, concerning the marking of 

phonological segments by means of M and U, but elaborate 

a bit more and even go so far as to establish a set of 

forr.al marking conventions (which we shall deal with in 

detail later),^2 

However, as opposed to Postal's contention that 

only M and U are allowed on the deepest level of repre

sentation, Chomsky and Halle allow four specifications 

to appear in the feature matrix at this level: plus, 

minus, M, and U, They then assign each marking a cost 

value in terms of complexity to the dictionary, U carries 

no cost, but M, plus, and minus all carry a cost of one, 

Chomsky and Halle are thus able to construct the follow

ing matrix of sample vov/els and assign a cost, or com

plexity value, to each segment, 3 

lov/ 

high 

back 

round 

COST 

a 

U 

U 

U 

u 

0 

i 

U 

U 

— 

u 

1 

u 

U 

U 

+ 
u 

1 

ae 

M 

U 

M 

U 

2 

D 

1 ( 
i'i 

u 

u 

M 

2 

e 

U 

M 

— 

U 

2 

0 

U 

M 

-\-

U 

2 

u 

U 

U 

— 

M 

2 

i 

U 

U 

+ 
M 

2 

36 

M 

U 

M 

M 

3 

. 4 

0 

U 

M 

— 

M 

3 

A 

u 

M 

-f 

M 

3 

^^chomsky. The Sound Pattern of English, 
pp, ^0^-7. 

63Ibid., p. »+09. 

6,-N 
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The ccmplexity of any vowel system would natu

rally be the sum of the complexities of each vowel seg

ment in that system. The optimal three vowel system would 

obviously be /a i u/ with a ccr:.plo;;ity value of two,*̂  

A problem arises, however, in the consideration 

of the optimal five vowel system.. It appears to be a 

natural convention that the five vowel system /a e i 

o u/ (v/ith a com.plexity value of six) is the optimal 

one."5 In the cases of such five vowel systems as /e i 

0 uaa/ (complexity value eight) and /ii a i A ^ / (com

plexity value ten) there is no problem. Hov/ever, such 

systems as /a i u o u/ (complexity value six) and /a i 

u i u/ (ccmplexity value six) v/ould seem to challenge 

the optinal status of the /a e i o u/ system, 4 

To solve this problem, Chomsky and Halle pro- j;: 

pose the following two general conditions on the choice 

of the representations of vowels in the lexicon. rr: 

No vowel segment can be marked for the feature j-:; 
"round" unless som.e vowel segment in the system is >' 
marked for the feature "high," 

Other things being equal, a system in which more 
features have only the specification u is preferable 
to a system in which fewer features have only the 
specification u.^o 

Following these two conditions, the vowel system 

6^^Ibid, 

^5ibid, 

^^ ibid-5 P- »̂-10. 

,4 
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/a i u o u/ is permitted but has only one feature (low) 

unmarked for all segments wh-reas the optimal system has 

two features (lo\; and round) un.rarked for all segments. 

The system /a i u ± 1;/ has two features (low and high) 

unmarked for nil segments, but it is not permitted be

cause it has segments marked for round ([ii and [u] ) 

without having any segment marked for high. 

Ghom.sky and Halle continue by discussing the 

optim.al four vowel system and further restraints placed 

upon the choice of vowel systems, but it is not necessary 

to bring that into our discussion to see that some sort 

of hierarchical restraints are involved in the choice of 

vowel systems in the lexicon.^-^ Chcmsky and Halle leave 

many of the specifics of the hierarchical system unre

solved, but they do appear to be approaching a solution 

to Postal's problem of obligatory contrasts v/hich he 

suggests infer that some features involving M are influ

enced by other marked features appearing later in the 

- 68 
hierarchy of features. 

As we noted earlier, Chom.sky and Halle have pro

posed a tentative set of marking conventions, I shall 

^7For further discussion of vowel systems and 
the hierarchical restraints involved see Chomsky, The 
Sound Pattern of English, pp, ̂ -10-11. 

68postal, Phonological Theory, p, I83, 

rt 
•I? 
;» r-
,4 
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not attempt to give the entire set provided by Chomsky 

and Halle but shall restrict myself to those affecting 

vov/els (since it is the vov/els v/ith v/hich v/e are con

cerned in our discussion of the vov/el harm.ony to be 

found in Swahili). 

A Tentative Statement of Some Marking Conventions^° 

(I) [u segment] > [- segment] 

(a) 

( I I ) (u cons] 

4- \ 
1+ VOC ] -̂

[4- consj / ) / L~ consj 

[f voc] / C 

( I I I ) [u voc]—>/ [- voc] / 

(IV) [f voc]-^[4- son] 

Some Conventions for Vowels 

(V) 

iS 

E 4- voc - cons 

- ant 
- strid 
4- cont 
4- voice 
- lateral 
etc. 

(b) 

[- voc] j [ (c) 

[- cons] / [4- voc] y (d) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

^^Chomsky, The Sound Pattern of English, 
pp. ̂ ^ - 5 . 
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(VI) 

iu low] -
j f low! / Iu back 

iu round 

1 :- lo \^ 

(Yi l ) ^̂ . lovpj ^ [> higiij 

( V i i i ) u h i g l i >[> high] 

(IX) ^ h i g y >^. lovJ] 

^ back] >̂[4. back^ / 

(a) 

(b) 

(X) 

(XI) 
[oc round] / 

[_4- low 

r 

[u round] -^ \ 

'^ back 
[_- l o w 

/ I- round! / 
V — -

(XII) [u t e n s e ] *-[4- t ense ] 

4- low i\ 

(a) 

(b) 

3y applying the above universal marking conven

tions to the matrix for vowels, one is automatically 

supplied with the necessary information for each segment 

represented in the matrix. Barring any language parti

cular rules, each segment v/ould then be phonetically 

specified in accordance with the naturalness condition 

discussed earlier. 

So far, we have been dealing only with segments 

in isolation. In morphemes, however, segments will natu

rally be affected by their immediate environments (those 

segments accompanying them in the morpheme). 

Postal presents a graphic illustration of the 

kinds of effects segments may have on the other segments 

,4 

if. 
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in the morpheme with a sample of several simrle vowel 

and consonant clusters.' ^0 

,"*r :.0h 

(^ -T n 

U' u J 

TT- T r^ 

-r+-

M M U 

't --1 ^T 

:i u 

-H--h -H -h -h -

The above illustration v/ould indicate that the 

m.axinallv unmarked seauence of segments is the consonant-

vov/el-consonant sequence v;hich is so very commion through

out all languages (including Sv/ahili). The two-consonant 

cluster followed by a vov/el is unmarked for tv/o of its 

mem.bers and would, therefore, appear to be less marked 

than the two-vowel cluster followed by a consonant (which 

is ^onmarked for only one of its members and marked for 

both the other tv/o). Although the universality of the 

consonant-vowel-consonant system is commonly accepted, 

the proper marking of the sonsonant and vowel clusters 

71 
is, according to Postal, far more controversial. 

Even though many aspects of markedness and un-

markedness are poorly understood or are (as in the case 

of the segment clusters noted above) controversial, the 

concept appears to be a substantial contribution to 

70postal, Phonological Theory, p, lol. 

71 Ibid, 
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phonology and to linpuistic theory. The mere fact that 

it is as of yet not clearly understood or described in 

detail does not detract from its obvious advantages over 

the older concept of :arming rcolurGs with only pluses, 

minuses, and zeros. 

Major a.nd Minor Rules 

One of the newest concepts in phonological theory 

v/as originally proposed by George Lakoff but was most 

recently developed and expanded by Theodore M, Lightner, 

Lightner's observations grew out of a problem in 

deverbal nominalizations in Russian and a root vov/el 

change exhibited by some m.orphemes in this situation. It 

seem.s that the majority of Russian root vov/els remain un

changed in deverbal nominalizations; thus beg (running) is 

derived from begat' (to run) v/ith no change in the root 

vov/el. A small group of Russian verbs, however, undergo a 

root vov/el change to "o" in deverbal nominalizations; thus 

ubo.1 (slaughter) is derived from ubit' (to kill) with a 

change in the root vowel. In order to account for this 

vowel change, the granmiar of Russian must apparently con

tain a phonological rule such as the follov/ing: "(I) Root 

vowel changes to o in deverbal nominalizations."'^ 

72Theodore M. Lightner, "On the Use of Minor 
Rules in Russian Phonology," Journal of Linguisti.as, 
IV (April, 1968), 69. 
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Each root that does not undergo this vowel change 

v/ould have to be marked with a special marker, [- rule (I)]. 

This ic essentially a case of the anplication of exccn-

tion features (which we discussed earlier).^3 Me noted 

that exception features are very arbitrary and costly 

to the gramirar of any language. Since the majority of 

root vowels do not undergo this transformation, the in

clusion of riae one, and the subsequent marking of large 

numbers of morphemes with an exception feature such as 

p- rule (I)j, is an extremely undesirable situation. 

Lightner therefore proposes that the rule deter

mining the vowel change to "o" be viewed in a different 

light than ordinary phonological rules. He distinguisiies 

this type of rule from the usual by the labeling of the 

rules of the phonology as either major rules or minor 

rules. He defines each as follows: 

Major rules are the type v/e have been discussing: 
all forms are automatically subject to the appli
cation of all major rules unless they are specifi
cally marked as not undergoing a certain major rule. 
The convention for application of minor rules is 
that no form is subject to the application of a 
minor rule unless the form is specifically marked 
as undergoing a certain minor rule.'̂ '̂  

73ln the strictest sense this is not a case of 
true exception features since several morphemes are in
volved. It might easily be handled by a morphological 
feature of some sort. Hov/ever, as Lightner has the rules 
stated, it v/ould appear to mo that he is certainly treat< 
ing them as exception features. 

'^^Lightner, "Minor Rules," p. 70. 
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Lightner then notes that it must be possible 

for redimdancy r̂ oles to specify groups of marphemes as 

undergoing minor rules. These redundancy rules v/ould, of 

course, nirmor those specifying the non-applicability of 

m.ajor rules, m other v/ords, whereas redundancy rules 

must be able to specify groups of morphemes as exceptions 

to a najor rule, they must also be able to specify groups 

of morphemes as being subject to the application of minor 

rules.^5 

The redundancy rules v/ould, of course, be uni

versal. Even allowing for the complexity of adding them 

to the theory of language in general and even granting 

the probability of unforeseen problemiS involved in the 

use of minor rules, the possibility of eliminating (or 

at least reducing the number of) exception rules in 

language particular grammars v/ould seem to make the con

cept of the minor rule worthy of further investigation. 

75ibid.„ pp. 70-71. 



CHAPTER V 

R.̂ CO::EIiERATIOi: OE THE H;JLES 

The Effect _oi the Newer 
.tiI5J lO,! oj:; i c a 1 C o n c o S t ' s 

In chapter two I constructed some rules concern

ing the operation of vowel harmony in the verbal deri

vations of Swahili, and in chapter three I showed that 

these rules v/ere workable and did produce the desired 

results. However, I also noted in chapter three that 

somie very real problem.s existed in the rules as I had 

them formulated and that, in order to reach any tolerable 

level of linguistic adequacy, these problems had to be 

solved. In chapter four I briefly reviewed somie recent 

contributions to phonological theory in hopes that they 

might provide the keys to the solution of the problems 

v/ith the rules. It will be the goal of this chapter to 

use the tools provide 1 by chapter four to resolve the 

problems v/ith the original rules and to reformulate those 

rules, v/here necessary, to make them compatible v/ith 

modern phonological theory. 

One of the major problems encoimtered with the 

rules involved those verbal roots of Arabic origin which 

did not undergo the normal rules of vowel harmonization 

93 
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but required special rules of their own. In light of 

Saussure's observation concerning the strict separation 

of synchrony and diachrony in linguistic descriptions, 

it apneared tna!: a solution to this problem was beyond 

reach. The vocabilary obviously had to be divided into 

Arabic loan words and words of Bantu origin, but we v/ere 

apparently unable to justify any such division. 

As brought out in the previous chapter, however, 

the division of vocabularies into native and non-native 

morpheriOs is not only linguistically possible or desirable; 

it is oftentimics absolutely necessary. Such divisions are 

not infractions of any linguistic laws involving the 

separation of diachrony and ŝ oichrony in linguistic 

descriptions but are the realization of a linguistically 

sound principle: many languages have synchronic reflections 

of diachronic situations. The contact of languages often 

involves partial borrowing, by one language from the 

other, of vocabulary and of phonological rules directing 

its behavior. Hence, the division of the Swahili voca

bulary by means of the morphological features [4- Native] 

and [- Native, + Arabic] is not prohibited. 

Furtherm.ore, we find that the division of the 

vocabulary in this manner is not restricted to cases 

involving vowel harmony or verbal derivation. A general 

rule of Swahili phonology is that v/ords are accented on 
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on the penultimate syllable. However, words of Arabic 

origin retain their original accent even if it is not 

penultimate. Exomnles of such v/ords are ku!:ifbali (to re

ceive) and jmjvKmni (gold)/^ These examples are clearly 

of the type discussed in the previous chapter in regard 

to Postal's discussion of French borrowings in Mohawk. 

Therefore, the positing of morphological features of the 

type suggested by Postal and discussed in the previous 

chapter are absolutely justified. 

Plowever, as noted by the relative arbitrariness 

chart provided in the previous chapter, the positing of 

morpixological features is not v/ithout cost to the phono

logy of the language under consideration. It is obvious 

that we are not dealing with the most arbitrary and 

costly features (exception features) in this case, but 

syntactically unmotivated morphological features of the 

type we are postulating are partially arbitrary and are, 

therefore, not as desirable as v/ould be syntactically 

motivated features (v/hich are costless to the phonology). 

It would be to the advantage of the simplicity of the 

phonology if syntactic motivations for the division of 

the vocabulary by means of the features [f Native] and 

[- Hative, + Arabic] could be found. This would relieve 

the vocabulary of any arbitrariness in the division of 

-̂ ÎCrapf, Dictionary of the Suahili Language, p, xv, 
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the vocabulary and would reduce its com.plexity. 

Fortunately, syntactic grounds for positing the 

morphological features [+ Hative] and [-Hative, + Arabic] 

are found to exist in Swahili. Ue had assumed that .Ira-

bic loan words had been com.pletely integrated into the 

phonology and syntax of Swahili. The fact that they 

undergo verbal derivation by Bantu suffixes supported 

this assumption. Hov/ever, we find that the fact that 

Arabic loan v/ords undergo Bantu verbal derivation is, in 

itself, exceptional. They are restricted to a much greater 

extent in the syntax of the language. For instance, in 

many cases, they are not "inflected for mood, etc."̂ '̂  

Since v/e are not prim.arily interested in the 

syntactic aspects of the language (otlier than as it re

lates to the phonology in general and to the vowel har

mony in particular), we shall not go into specific re

strictions on Arabic loan v/ords in Sv/ahili syntax. Let 

it suffice to say that the morphological features we have 

postulated for the vocabulary of Swahili are at least 

partially motivated by the syntax. They can be con

sidered as syntactic features which have phonological 

implications. 

Thus, the division of the vocabulary by the 

77A. N. Tucker, "Foreign Sounds in Swahili," 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
(University of London), XII (19^7), 221. 
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eatures [f hative] and [- hative, ^ Arabic] is not only 

allowed on linguistic grounds; it is automatically pro

vided by the syntax and ic, therefore, costless to the 

complexity of the phonology. This is a pleasantly unex

pected, but highly desirable, solution to the problem of 

.•irabic loan words and their unusual behavior in the vowel 

harmony rules of verbal derivations. 

Another problem encountered in chapter three in

volved such words as akav/eta v/hich, contrary to the rules 

as v/e iiave them stated, do not undergo vov/el harmony. The 

solution to this problem can also be found in nonphonetic 

considerations provided by the syntax. However, it in

volves categorial, rather than syntactic, features, 

A sample of the phrase structure rules for Swahili 

xhas been formulated by Edgar A. Gregarson, and part of 

this sample is reproduced below, 
78 I, Phrase Structure Rules'"^ 

fNP-f-(Neg) Predicate Phrase^ 
1. 3^< j (Q) (Emphasis) 

[Exclamation 

2, P red ica te Phrase >Auxil4-VP (Adverb) 

f fpredicate l 
Copula IPr-tNP J , 

3. vp—> < ' r(NP) i^^y 
(. CAdv 

78Edgar A. Gregarson, "Prefix and Pronoun in 
Bantu," International J"ournal of /^erican Linguistics, 
XX.aiI (July, 1967), 53. 



\ - i S p e o t 4- -ni '• 

h. A u x i l ^ < r (Aux 4- leu) 
U s p e c t ' J 

5, Pred ica te—>{HI- , :idj } 

Gregarson includes i:uch r.ore in his phrase struc

ture rule s:m.p:le, but his primary interest is in pronouns 

and prono:-lnal prefixes. Tnerefore, i have not included 

the rest. Gregarson has, however, given us the general 

s^Titactic envirorjnent of the verb v.hich we shall elaborate 

on further. Using the sample phrase structure rules as 

a base, we may construct the following branching diagram 

and bracket representation of the environment of the 

Sv/ahili verb, 

S 
t 1 

].Tp Predicate phrase 
I ' 1 

Auxiliary VP 

V Adv fAspect t kul (Aux 4- ku) 
CAspect' ^ 

Is Lpr. Phrase U p " JVP Jpr. Phrase Js 

By adding the following two phrase structure 

rules, we can elaborate further on the environment of the 

verb and introduce the derivational suffixes. 

1, VER3->{Vpoot (^eriv. Suff,)} (Leriv, Suff.)'^^ 

2, Deriv, Suff.->{conversive, neuter, stative, etc,} 

79The second optional derivational suffix is 
provided to allow for those compound verbal derivations 
mentioned in chapter one. 
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Thus, the syntactic environm.ent of t.he verbal 

root and its optional derivational suffixes may be ex

pressed in the following bracket form. 
r '. . ' -i ' 
\ ^ l/^root] [(Eeriv. Suff.)]: [(Leriv. Surf,)] 
LV ^ J ' ly 

The categorial properties introduced above auto

matically resolve the problem with such verbal forms as 

akav/eta since such forms would be developed in a syntac

tically different environment than that of the verbal 

derivatives. Such forms would have already undergone 

derivational suffixation (if any) and would have taken on 

aspect, person, and other features outside the innermost 

brackets of the verb. 

Furthermore, new light has been cast upon the case 

of the plural imperative suffix -ni. It is now quite clear 

that a distinction exists between the suffixation of the 

im.perative and the verbal derivational suffixation with 

v/hich we are primarily concerned. As in the case of 

akameta, the imperative verb stem to which the plural 

suffix is added v/ould have already undergone any verbal 

derivation and would have taken on the auxiliary and pro

nominal prefixes. In addition, it would have undergone 

som.e sort of transformational rule to bring about its im

perative sense. This clearly takes it out of the environ

ment we have postulated for the verbal derivational suf

fixes. Undeniably there is a vowel change of [a] to [e] 
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in the verb stem v/hen the plural sufiix -ni is added, but 

(as we suggested in chapter three) there is evidence that 

this is not vowel harm.ony in the truest sense. It lihely 

is merely a vowel change, possibly initiated to distinguish 

the plural imperative from the otherwise identical loca

tive form with -ni. The fact that this vowel change does 

not occur in some dialects (notably, the Mombasa dialect)^^ 

v/ould seem to substantiate this claim. 

Even disregarding dialectal considerations, the 

obvious fact that the plural im.perative is not a case of 

verbal derivation and the doubts cast upon its authenti

city as a case of vowel harmony in any sense allow us, I 

believe, to rem̂ ove it from our consideration at this 

point.^-^ 

The main problems specifically mentioned in chap

ter three are nov/ resolved on purely syntactic grounds 

by means of categorial and syntactically motivated mor-

"̂ T̂ucker and ishton, "Swahili Phonetics," p. 162. 

^iThe phenomenon of the vowel change from [a] to 
[e] with the suffixation of the plural -ni would be an 
interesting area for further research, and several pos
sible solutions exist. It may be that the [a] of the singu
lar imiperative is phonologically an [e] v/hich is merely 
realized phonetically as an [a]. In the plural, then, the 
realizaiion is the mare natural case of phonological [e] 
.'/oing to phonetic po]. V/hatever the case may be, however, 
the ciiance that it "is an instance of vowel harmony appears 
to be only remotely possible, it v/ould certainly be an 
isolated instance in the language if such were found to 
be the case. 
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phological features at no cost to the phonology. However, 

the naturalness con-It Ion and the co-rcept of marked and 

unmarked features provide us vlth new considerations. 

The nmluralness condition suggests that a natural 

relation between the phonological and the phonetic repre

sentations of each segment of the morphemes in the lexi

con exists. The concept of marked and unmarked features 

provides us with the means to eidiibit this natural rela

tion and, at the same time, v/ould allow us to leave many 

of the hitherto language particular phonological rules 

concerning vowel harmony to universal grammar. 

In order to mare easily see the effect of marked 

and unmarked features on the vowels undergoing harmoni

zation, the termis used by Chomsky and Halle should be 

used instead of the terms we used in the formulation of 

our vowel matrices in chapters tv/o and three. Therefore, 

"diffuse," "com.pact," "flat," and "grave" are replaced 

respectively by "high," "low," "round," and "back." 

The redundant matrix for the vowels of Swahili 

v/ould now appear as the one belov/. 

lov/ 

higJh 

back 

round 

+ 
1 u 

+ 

-h 
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3y rcmiovimg the rediuidancies, the matrix appears 

as the one belov/. 

4-

n. 
-f 

h-:C:C 

n T-n 

rorna j 

Finally, by m.aking use of the features M and U, 

a non-redundant, M-U matrix for the vov/els of Swahili • 

can be constructed. 

lov/ 

h igh 

back 

round 

a 

— T 

u 

U 

U 

u 

T_ 

u 
T -

u 

u 

u 
-f 

u 

e 

U 

i--

u 

0 

U 

i-

U 

It is immiGdiately apparent that the vowel system 

v/hich we have suggested to describe Sv/ahili is the optimal 

five vowel system discussed in the previous chapter. One 

might suspect that such a situation is too convenient 

and possibly ad hoc. However, we have not seen any evi

dence that v/ould indicate that the phonology of Sv/ahili 

need be complicated by the use of any less optimal sys

tem on the deepest levels of representation. Furthermare, 

the naturalness condition v/ould seem to support our use 

of the optiral system. V/e originally arrived at the 
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/a i u e o/ system for Swahili on purely phonetic 

grounds. Since the naturalness condition implies that the 

phonological and phonetic levels are related in a natural 

v;ay and since v/e have no evidence to suggest that any 

other vov/el system would be m.ore representative of the 

phonology of the language, the choice of the optimal 

system seems justified. 

V/e are nov/ able to list in the lexicon some of 

the verbal derivational suffixes in their most abstract 

and unmarked (thus inexpensive) form. For sake of space, 

I have again spelled out only those vov/el segments rele

vant to the vov/el harmony and have left the other seg

ments in the less desirable, but space conserving, pho

netic symbol form. 
Op 

Verbal Derivational Suffixes 

1. Prepositional: U low 
U high 
- back 
U roimd 

[aj 

82i have not attempted to provide a com.plete 
list of all the possible verbal derivational suffixes 
here, I have included only those which are affected by 
vowel harmony and have given only a sam.ple of those. 
It v/ill be obvious by the operation of these suffixes 
how the others will be acted upon by the rules. It should 
be further noted that not all verbal roots ta^e all the 
possible suffixes. However, the restrictions concerning 
v/hich roots may take which suffixes ^^^^J^^^^. ̂ ^^.^^°P^, 
and purpose of this paper. We are only interested m how 
the Various suffixes react to the rules of vowel harmony 
if and when they are taken as affixes by any particular 
verbal root. 

i 



2. Stative: 

3. Neuter: 

k. Causative: 

5. Conversive: 

6. Augmentative: 

7. Passive: 

U low 
U high 
•»• back 
U round 

Mia] 

U low 
U high 
- back 
U rounds 

U low 
U high 
- back 
U round 

U low 
U high 
4- back 
U round 

U low • 
U high 
- back 
JJ round_ 

U low 
U high 
4- back 
JJ round 

U low 
U high 
4- back 
_U round 

ij low 
U high 
- back 
U round 

D^la] 

[ / ] [^ 

[2] [a] 

M [a] 

[a] 

[a] 

M K 

IQlf 

Reformulation of the Rules 

V/e are now in a position to reformulate the rules 

governing vowel harmony in the verbal derivatives of 

Swahili. The environment affecting the operation of the 
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rules has been vastly altered by the consideration of the 

categorial and s:>nitactic features discussed in the pre

vious soction. 'Hhe imj-.iodiate environment for the opera-

t;:on of the, rules î ay now be represented by the following 

bracket form derived from, the bracketed syntactic envi-

ronm::ent develoncd in that section. 

<nr 
verb '-root J root 

irjr 
. ''ji 

•-suffix -'suffix vero 

r--! -f-h ̂  ;he rules proper, the bracketed environment 

will be further abbreviated and v/ill a]?uear in the form 

shov/n belov/. 

'Jr r' 

•V ] •!r:r 
-•s ^v 

The first thing that strikes us, upon the consi

deration of the actual rules, is that the number of rules 

needed has been greatly reduced by the incorporation of 

the marked system of phonological representation of the 

verbal suffixes. Universal rules, in the form of the 

marking conventions discussed in chapter four, will pro

vide that the vowel of the suffix in question v/ill be 

specified as [4- high]. Therefore, all of the language 

particular rules needed in chapter tv/o to specify the 

vowel as [4- high] ( fr diffuse]) are no longer needed. 

The only rules required in the phonology of Sv/ahili are 

those v/hich will specify the vowel segment in question 

as [- high] , The situation described by rule XIa having 
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been taken out of consideration in the previous section, 

v/e are loft with rules lb, Illb, and Vb. 

Rule lb can be reformulated as rule 1. 

1. V o w e l — > [ - high] / 

•-v T 

+ Native 
- low 
- high 

CV in.' 

j p 

- round 
- lov; 

*-s 

X 

Rule llib can be reformulated as rule 2. 

2. V o w e l — > [ - high] / 

Ti-jf 

Lv 

i r- xhigh 
L+ round. 

cy -irir [4- round X TTif 

S J 

3. 

Hule Vb can be reformulated as role 3 . 

Vowel—>[- h igh] / 

m? 

Lv 

- native' 
4- Arabic 
- lov/ 
- high 
- round 

C.V 

-•r 

- low 
- round X 

••s s J 

One other case demands our attention before we 

go further. Rule IXa was unable to specify the suffixal 

vov/el for the feature "high" ("diffuse") in the case of 

the affixation of a monosyllabic root by a front vowel 

suffix. Universal rules now specify this vowel as [+ high]. 

In all cases involving the monosyllabic roots except two, 

this provides the correct results. However, in order for 

our vov/el harmony iniles to be complete, the tv/o excep

tional cases must be accounted for. 
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The two verbal roots involved are -cha (fear) and 

-Ea (give). In their passive derivations, for instance, 

they take the forms -chewa (be feared) and -pewa (be 

given) instead of the expected forms *-chiwa and *-piwa. 

The problem involving these two roots may be approached 

in one of two ways, V.'e can treat each instance of the 

various derivations of each root as exceptions and mark 

them with exception features, or we can divide the voca

bulary by marking the two verbal root morphemes with a 

syntactically unmotivated morphological feature. Both 

solutions involve arbitrary features and are costly to 

the phonology, but morphological features are, as we 

discovered in the previous chapter, less arbitrary and 

costly than exception features. It would seem, then, that 

the use of some morphological feature would be the better 

solution. By making use of the concept of minor rules 

and marking each of the two morphemes with the morpho

logical feature [4- minor rule U-] , we can arrive at a 

relatively inexpensive solution to the problem, 

h. (Minor rule) V o w e l — > [- high] / 

f- low ] 

fNr 

Lv 

[4. minor rule ^J 

T jp •-s 

- low 
- round A. 

-Js -»v 

By making use of the newer concepts in phonology, 

we have been able to vastly reduce the number and com

plexity of the language particular vowel harmony rules. 
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At the same ti:me, we have apparently increased the 

ability of those rules to properly predict the marking 

of the vowels undergoing harmonization. 

Testing t'le New Rules 

As stated previously, most cases of vov/el har

mony in the verbal derivatioxiol suffixes of 3v/ahili are 

now handled by universal rules in the form of the marking 

conventions for vov/els given in chapter four. Thus most 

of the verbal root morphemes in the lexicon will not be 

subject to any of the language particular rules developed 

in the previous section. The suffixation of the verbal 

root -nika (cook) by the prepositional suffix provides 

an example of such an instance. 

The actual suffixation v/ould occur in the same 

environment we provided for the rules 

rnr 

tv 

[Pl 
- low 
4- high 
- back 
- round 

M [a] 

•-r 

7nr 

U low 
U high 
- back 
U round 

~ 

w 
-

~ 

# # 

'S -

Universal rules then provide the specification 

of the features in the suffix. 

# # 

Lv 

1̂1 
r- low 
4- high 
- back 
- round 

fi<] W 

i-r 

/;# 

; 1 
- low 
4- high 
- back 
- round 

[a] 

J V 

In this case, hov/ever, none of the rules in the 

previous section apply to lower the suffixal vowel, A 
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transformational rule of the sort mentioned in chapter 

three would apply to drop the final [a] of the root and 

remove the brac'cets to give us the expected form -nikia 

(cook for someone) ,'̂''̂  

•Hast of the cases in the language will be handled 

in the same way as -pika (v/ith no application of the lan

guage specific vowel harmony rules). The remaining ex

amples, therefore, will be restricted to those cases in 

V7hich specific rules do apply. 

An example of the application of rule one is the 

case of -enda (go) and the prepositional derivational 

suffix. 

# # 

Lv 

V Hative 
- low 
- high 
- back 
- round 

HT 

[ril[d][a] JUL 
TfTf 

-Ip 

U low 
U high 
- back 
U round 

[a] 

-ly 

Universal rules apply to specify the suffixal 

vov/el as [- low, 4- high, - round]. Rule one, however, 

acts to change the specification of the suffixal vowel 

to f- high]. The appropriate transformational rule will 

apply to remove the brackets and give us the final 

S3AS stated in chapter three, the exact form 
and application of the transformational rules are not 
of primary interest here. It is now clear that the actual 
vowel harmonization takes place before the transforma
tional rules act to remove the brackets. The rules are 
mentioned here only to enable us to show the final deri
vation outside the brackets in conventional form. 
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derived form -endea (go to somewhere). 

The application of rule two can be exemplified 

by -choma (pierce) and the conversive derivational suffix. 

# # 

Lv 

[t] [/I 

HT 

- lov/ 
- high 
4- back 
t round 

L' in] la] Il I, 

-Jr 

U low 
U high 
4- back 
U round 

[a] 

•-s Jy 

Universal rules specify the suffixal vowel as 

[- lov/, 4-high, 4- round], but rule two acts to change the 

specification of the vowel to [^high]. The appropriate 

tansformational rule removes the brackets to yield the 

desired form -chomoa (extract). 

The suffixation of the verbal root -samehe (for

give) by the prepositional derivational suffix is an ex

ample of the operation of rule three. 

4Ui-
fTif 

Uv 

[s] [a] N 

- Native 
4- Arabic 
- low 
- high 
- back 
- round 

- t 

lh][e] 

Up 

^ 

is 

U low 
U h igh 
- back 
U round 

[a] 

— 

# # 

s J -JV 

Universal rules specify the suffixal vov/el as 

[- low, 4- high, - round], but rule three applies to change 

the specification of the suffixal vowel to [- high]. 

Application of the appropriate transformational rule 

removes the brackets to yield the derived form -samehea 

(forgive to someone). 

Our discussion of the monosyllabic roots -cha 
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and -pa, the subsequent marking of these two morphemes by 

morphological features, and the formulation of minor rule 

four shon.ld provide all the necessary exemplification of 

the reaction of suffixes to the operation of the minor 

rule. To use either of the manosyllabic roots involved 

as further examples of the operation of minor rule four 

would merely be a repitition of v/hat v/as done in the pre

vious section. Therefore, rather than simply reiterate 

our previous discussion, v/e v/ill accept minor rule four 

on the evidence provided in its formulation. 

Further examples of the operation and nonopera-

tion of all the rules could be given, but I thinly those 

provided show conclusively that the rules are v/orkable 

and complete. Further examples would undoubtedly sub

stantiate this observation. 



CHAPTL^R VI 

SLHi.Ahf AHh C0:\CLU3I0i: 

he began our study with an unorganized and unor

dered set of basic facts concerning the realization of 

the first vowel of certain verbal derivational suffixes 

in Swahili. In some instances, the first vowel element of 

a particular suffix would be realized as one vowel; in 

other instances, it would be realized as a different 

vowel. The basic conduct of the vowels was clear enough 

and could be easily represented in an orderly manner by 

charts and superficial rules. 

However, we realized that the mere exhibition 

of the facts did nothing to explain the phenomenon of 

vowel harmony or to describe the native speakers' natural 

knowledge of the phonological rules involved. Therefore, 

we set out to find, in the behavior of the vowels, regu

larities not revealed by the mere listing and organiza

tion of the observable facts and to make legitimate gen

eralizations concerning these regularities. 

By making use of the distinctive feature system, 

instead of the older independent phoneme system, we were 

able to make some advances in the description of the 

112 
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phenomenon. V:e discovered that the variable involved in 

the vowel harm.ony was the diffuseness (height) of the 

first suffixal vowel and that tlie determining factors 

were various combinations of features in the penultimate 

vowel of the parent verbal root. Taking into account these 

observations permitted us to construct a set of general 

rules which were workable ( in that they predicted correct 

forms) and which were significant (in that they e:<±iibited 

some of the underl̂ -̂ing regularities). However, in study

ing the rules closely, we discovered that, though they 

were v/orkable, they were not an adequate explanation of 

the phenomenon. There were exceptions to the rules in

volving especially v/ords of Arabic origin v/hich v/e could 

not explain on purely phonological grounds. Furthermore, 

there appeared to be evidence of other generalizations 

which we were unable to display. 

Therefore, we turned to some of the most recent 

contributions to phonological and linguistic theory, many 

of v/hich are still h3rpothetical and only partially under

stood and explained, and found that some were applicable 

to our problem of vowel harmony in the verbal derivational 

suffixes with which v/e were dealing. The use of syntactic 

considerations in the phonology and the concept of marked 

and unmarked segments appeared to offer the most promise 

of making our previously constructed vowel harmony rules 
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more complete and adequate. The use of syntactic and 

morphological features enabled us to resolve the main 

problems with the exceptional cases in the rules, and 

the emiployraent of the system of mar.ced and unmarked seg

ments allowed us to make use of universal concepts which 

had been overlooked in the previous rules. 

Finally, we were able to construct a small set 

of language particular rules governing the vowel harmony 

with which we were concerned. This set consisted of only 

three major rules and one minor rule, the main body of 

cases being handled by universal rules and conventions. 

Thus, we found the final analysis of the phenomenon under 

consideration to be relatively sim.ple and concise in terms 

of the language specific rules needed to explain it. 

The value of our treatment of vowel harmony in 

the verbal derivational suffixes of modern Swahili hope

fully extends beyond the mere explanation of that pheno

menon. The fact that the final solution involved such a 

restricted set of language particular rules has much 

broader implications than are first apparent, though (in 

view of the most recent contributions to linguistic theory) 

our final solution was to be expected. Its simplicity in 

terms of language specific rules should be reflected 

throughout the phonology and, indeed, throughout the 

other components of the grammar. In a still broader sense. 
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the advancements we made have implications which involve 

the whole of linguistic theory. 

As stated earlier, many of the newest concemts in 

phonology and in linguistics are still very much in the 

hypothetical stage. Therefore, every application of such 

concepts provides evidence for or against their authenti

city as legitimate linguistic entities, he drew upon 

the new concepts of linguistic theory to help us solve 

a small problem in orle aspect of one language. The fact 

that those concepts did help provide us with an appar

ently adequate solution allows us to reciprocate by 

offering our solution as evidence in support of the con

cepts v/e employed. 
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